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FOREWARD 

This report is the result of a special study of current litera
t ure and practices. 

No attempt has been made to contribute original concepts; rather 
to provide a compendium of the available information. In some cases, 
the material is taken verbatim £.rom the references listed in the 
Bibliography. 

Of the references listed, in our estimation, Nos. 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 
13, 15 and 17 are particularly useful to the student interested in 
various aspects of ground water. 
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Introduction 

~IDdGrn society's heavy demand upon the water resources 
of Nature has forced the recognition of the need for the con
servation of these ~esources. The sound development, wise 
use, and protection of the available water resources requires 
technical knowledge of the current use of water, and the effect 
of this use on the supplYQ 

Of all water resources, probably the least is known about 
those which are underground. Tha tremendous increase in the 
use of underground water has focused attention upon the problems 
involved in its use. 

In the United States, the estimated total use of water is 
200 billion gallons per day and of this total, possibly 15% 
is derived from ground water sources and there is a marked 
upward trend in the use of ground water for public water 
supplies, and more especially, for irrigation~ This increas
ing use requires increased knowledge of ground water potentiali
ties and limitations~ 

Some recent reports have indicated that, in some ar8as, 
the water levels in wells have been dropping for several 
years~ This has given rise to alarming statements that ground 
water resources are being generally depleted, and may be 
exhausted in this generation. It is true that in some areas, 
water is pumped from wells faster than it is replaced by 
nature. Actually, the total of such areas is less tha.n 5% 
of the country. II much larger proportion of the country 
has no progressive decline in ground water level, and in some 
areas, ground water storage has increased appreciably. 

Most serious problems of ground water shortage are in 
areas where significant quantities of water are removed from 
wells, but ground water storage has also been changed by other 
of man's activities o 

The !,roblems 

I. Problems related to pumping~ The problems that are created 
by the pumping of ground water, generally fall into one 0 f 
three classes. 

(a) Eeservoir problems: are those where the water is 
pumped out faster than the entire reservoir is 
replenished. 'rhese problems usually arise in arid 
regions where precipitation is generally inad8quate~ 
In humid regions, however, it is possible to have 
the reservoir sealed off by clay or other impGrvious 
material so that no replenishment is possible& The 
water which is present may have taken years or even 
centuries to accumulate~ 



Another type of reservoir problem is that 
in which salty or other unusable water flows 
into the reservoir as good water is removed. 

Corrective measures that may be taken for 
these problems are: 

(1) Prevention of wasteo 

(2) Prorated reduction of pumping. 

(3) Prohibition of further development. 

(4) Reclaiming of used water 

(5) Artificial ground water replenisn
ment by surface water 

(6) Importation of \vater. 

(b) PiEeline .l?roblems: are those due to the slow move·· 
ment of water tnrougn eartho If water is unable to 
move toward a well as fast as water is pumped out, 
water level in the vicinity of the well decreases, 
and the well may be pumped dry This is not 
necessarily indicative of an insufficient quantity 
of water in the entire reservoir., 

(c) 

are: 
Remedial measures which have been undertaken 

(I) Reducing the draft. 

(2) Increasing the inflow to the developed 
area. 

Watercourse oroblems: are those which result from 
pumping welis along· rivers or streams. Thevarise 
either because the pumped water is not readily 
replaced from the stream, or because the stream 
water is needed do~mstream or 15 lIDsuitable for 
use. 

lIs Pro~lems arising from modification in storage other than 
pumningo 

(a) Ground water storage increased by irrigation, in 
some cases causing waterlogging of land. 

(b) Ground water storage decreased by drainage to the 
detriment of some land or resulting in decreased 
availability for municipal use~ 

(c) Quantities of ground water changed by structures 
for storage of surface water, or flood protection o 
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(d) Storage of ground water changed by navi.gation 
channel improvements o 

(e) City development reducing infiltration capacity 
and tending to lower ground water level~ 

(f) Contaminated water dis~harged into ground or 
into streams supplying ground water. 

(g) Puncturing of protective layers may alJ.ow sea 
water, etc., to enter ground water reservoirs. 

(h) Change in vegetal cover may affect ground water 
storage. 

The solution of these nroblems to allow full utilization 
of the ground water availabie depends upon a recognition of the 
natural laws governinz ground watero Intelligent development 
require.s a knowledge of the hydrology of gound water, and the 
hydraulics of ground \'\Tater movement through the earth and into 
wells; and a framework of law should be developed that is based 
upon sound hydrologic principles, and will keep pace with our 
increasing knowledge of the mechanics of ground water movement e 
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fiydrologI 

Origin of Ground vlater ' 

It is generally accepted that the greatest problem por
tion of ground water is meteoric in origin ..... that is, it 
originated in the atmosphere and reached, the ground water 
reservoir through infiltration and percolation. Other types 
of water which are found are: 

(1), Connate water, which was incorporated in the 
pores of rocks at the time of their deposition 
on ocean floors. This water is usually in 
small amounts and is often salty and unusable. 

(2) Magmatic water, which has been brought close to 
the earth's surface by upward intrusion of 
ingneousrocks. . 

Since by far the largest portion of the available ground 
water supply is meteoric in origin, a study of ground water to 
be complete, requires a study of the hydrologic cycle,. with 
particular emphasis on the parts of that cycle which directly 
apply to that portion of the water reaching the ground water 
reservoir. 

The following diagram is a representation of the hydrologic 
cycle. It should be remembered that the cycle is continuous and 
that the diagram is repeated indefinitely. The arrows indicate 
movement of water; the shaded areas represent storage. The 
relative size of areas on the diagram has no meaning - it is 
simply a representation of the circulatione 

£vapOYClffOft of 
Oel~ntlort 

Rocn off 
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Infiltration: 

Definition: the pasq.age of water through the soil sur
face into the soil. This is to bo distinguished from .:e..ercola
tion, vlhich is water movement within the soilo A study of 
the hydrologic cycle will sho\v that water ,,[hich is in the 
ground \'latcr reservoir must have reached there after infiltra
tion. It should be noted also, that not all the water which 
infiltrates through the ground surface reaches the ground 
irlater reservoir. ~'Jater is first used up in replenishing the 
soil moisture deficiency, after which any access moves down
vvard and becomes ground water. 

Infiltration was first discussed by Dro R. E. Horton in 
1933. 

Forces affecting infiltration. Uhen water falls on the 
surface of the earth, gravity tends to pull it down through 
the intGrstitial channels leading from the surface to the 
water table. If the surface is dry, the molecular attraction 
of the soil grains is added to the force of gravity, increasing 
the infiltration. This increase is only temporary. After 
each soil grain has attracted its limitj.ng thickness of water 
film, this molecular force is eliminated. 

Other factors which affect the infiltration rate are: 

(a) Ivloisturecontent of the soil. Soil is capablo of 
holding water against the pull of gravity. The 
consequent reduction of channel area reduces the 
ability of water to travel through the soil. 
This causes moist soil to have less infiltration 
capacity than dry soil~ 

(b) Shrinking and swelling of colloidslO Finely textured 
soils with particles of colloidal s~ze have great 
reduction in infiltration capacity during early 
stages of storms due to the svlTelling of the colloids 
choking the channelso 

(c). Effect of rain. Compaction of soil and closing of 
channels by beating action of raindrops reduces 
infiltration. Vegetal cover reduces this effect~ 

(d) Changes in macrostructure. 

(1) Boring animals 
(2) Decay of vegetal roots 
(3) Cultivation 
(4) Compaction 

(e) Condition of vegetal covero A protected soil may 
have many times the infiltration capacity of a 
barren soil. On the other hand, evapotranspiration 
from vegetation may more than offset this increase. 
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(f)' Effect of-entrapped air. Compression of air 
.trappea belowth.e g~ound surface tends to 
lower the infiltration rate. 

(g) ~ffectoftemR~rat\l.!:!l •. Viscosity of water 
~ncreases as temperature. decreases, lessening 
the infiltration rate. 

Infiltration Capacit:y. The maximum rate at which a soil, 
in any gi ven conditi.on, is capable of absorbing welter is called 
the infiltration capacity:. 

No,te that infiltration capacity, f, is equal to the infiltra
tion rate only if the rainfall intensity, p, equals or exceeds 
f. In any storm, f starts at a maximum, f decreases rapidly 
and then approaches a constant rate foe TRe ratio fo/f depends 
greatly on the permeability of the 50:110 For example, £he ratio 
is high for clays, low for sands. 

Horton has drawn attention to the fact that the curve of 
infiltration capacity against time for any storm is the exhaustion 
type, that it approaches a constant value after 1 to 3 hours 
and that it may be represented by an equation of the form 

where 

f = f c + ( f 0 - f c) e - kt 

f = infiltration capacity at any tlme 
t = time of rainfall 
e = Naperian base 
£0 • infiltration capacity at beginning of 

rainfall 
fc = constant value of infiltration capacity 

after some time has elapsed 
k = constant for any given curve. 

Methods of determining infiltration capacity. 

1. Infiltrometers 

----r - .. --1 --J -~rted~~f2WnJ 

, I { Ii (\ I 1 \ 
f t I (' t 

:,: I l 
I , ' 

L ev, ...... e .... I __ 

A common type of infiltrometer consists of two 
concentric rings of sheet metal, shown in section 
above, placed with their lower edges below the ground 
surface. i:fater is applied in both rings and is kept 
at the same level in both. The function of the outer 
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ring is to prevent the water from the inner ring 
from spreading out over a larger area after penetrat
ing the ground~ The infiltration capacity is measured 
directly by measuring the amount of water'which must 
be added to the inner ring to keep a constant level. 

A variation of this is a single ring which is 
buried deeply enough in the ground to prevent spread
ing of the water after penetrating the surface e 

Defect~. 

(a) The beatin~ effect of raindrops is not 
simulated. 

(b) The effect of compression of entrapped 
air is absent because it can escape laterallYe 

. (c) It is impossible to place the rings without 
some disturbance of the soil, which will change the 
infiltration capacity~ 

2. Rain simulators~ To avoid the objections above, as 
much as possible, various methods of determining 
infiltration capacity have been devised, in which 
water is applied by sprinkling at a uniform rate that 
is greater than the infiltration ca.pacity. The sur
face runoff is collected and measured, and the dif
ference between applied water and runoff gives the 
infiltration. Area covered is usually from 1 sq. ft. 
to 1/10 acre. 

Horton was one of the first to use this type of 
infiltrometer. 

Defects. 

(a) Difficult to obtain sufficient results to 
determine average value of f for a large basinlt 

(b) Entrapped air can escape. 

(c) Infiltration capacity determined for a 
small area cannot safely be used to predict for a 
larger area. . 

3. HvdrograEh analysis. Accurate records of the varying 
intensities of rainfall during any storm period, 
together with a continuous record of the resulting 
runoff, provide a basis for the determination of 
infiltration capacity. 

Unlike the infiltration capacities determined 
by infiltrometers, these results may be used to deter
mine the infiltration capacity resulting from any 
given storm occurring on the same basin under similar 
conditions. 
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For small basins·, where the hydrograph is 
quick to respond· to varying intensities of rainfall, 
the actual manner in wnich f varies throughout a 
storm can be quite. accurately determined, but for 
larger basins it is possible to determine only tne 
average infiltration capacity, fa-

(1) Small basins: Method suggested by Horner 
and Lloyd { Trans. Am. Geophys. Union, 19l1-0, pp 522-
541) as modified by \visler and Brater ("Eydrology") 0 

This method is best explained by reference to 
an actual example. 

The diagram shows graphs of rainfall intensity 
and the resulting hydrograph of surface runoff, on a 
small basin 2.7 acres in area, for a period of two 
hours, during which three storms occurred~ 
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The following steps are followed: 

(a) Complete the recession curve of A by drawing 
dotted portion parallel to recession of B. 

(b) Areas beneath A, B, C, ~epresent depths of 
runoff 0 0 10 in, Oe09 in, 0.18 in, respectively 
(areas under hydrograph curves)o Depths of 
rain producing these runoffs are 0.34 in, 0 .22 
in,0&29 in (areas under p curves} 0 

(c) For each of the periods of intense rain, the 
total infiltration is (difference between 
precipitation and runoff.) (0.34-0 0 10) = 0.24 
in, (0.22-0 0 09) = 0 0 13 in and (0 8 29-0.18) = 
0.11 in, respectively. Note that these values 
of total infiltration, F, include interception 
and depression storageo 

(d) To reduce these to capacity rates, f, divide 
each by the average length of time during which 
infiltration was occurring at capacity rate 
over the entire basino 

(e) These periods begin when excess rainfall starts 
and continue until some time after it ends o 

Note: vvhen excess rainfall ends, infiltration 
occurs at capacity rate over the whole basin, 
but this area begins shrinking from the outer 
boundaries toward stream channels. Any segment 
of this area is approximately a triangle with 
vertex at channel, base at divide (Horton). 
Therefore, assume that the equivalent period 
during which the same volume of residual infil
tration would occur on the entire basin • 1/3 
of the period from end of excess rainfalluntil 
end of overland flow. Overland flow ends at 
point of inflection (approxo) at recession side 
of hydrograph (i.e e at beginning of exhaustion 
curve) 0 

(f) Therefore, in example tl = 11 min., t2 = 13 
min. and t) = 13 mino 

Therefore, for first storm 

f = O~24 x ~~ = 1ft31 in/hro 

for second storm 

f = 0~13 x ~ = 0.60 in/hro 

for third storm 

f ~ 1 60 0051 in/hr. 0$ 1 x 13 --
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(g) Plot each of these values at ! from beginning 
of excess rainfall to give f curve. 

(h) Note that this is really an fa curve; i~e. it 
represents average infiltration capacity for each 
of the several periods of high storm intensity. 
However, (Wisler & Brater) "the divergence of the 
fa curve from the true £ curve is probably of 
ml.nor significance 1) It· 

(2) Large basins: For drainage basins larger 
than those for which the rain intensity may be con
sidered as being uniform over the entire area, the 
average infiltration capacity fa ' that existed during 
any given storm may be determinea. by a method proposed 
by R. E. Horton e (Trans. Am. Geophys. Union, 1937, 
pp. 371-)85) as reported by Wisler and Brater. 

(a) Rainfall records must be available to represent 
rainfall variation satisfactorily. At least one 
of the records must be from an automatic recording 
gauge. 

(b) Assumptions: 

1. In great general storms rainfall intensity 
patterns at adjacent stations are very 
similar. 

2. Surface runoff is equal to the difference 
between rainfall and infiltration occurring 
during rainfall excess o i.e6 Rain which 
falls during and immediately after rainfall 
excess period, but infiltrates during the 
subsequent period of overland flow is ignored o 

3. Rainfall periods (not necessarily rainfall 
excess periods) are approximately the same 
at all station·s, though not necessarily 
simultaneous. 

(c) Average infiltration c,apacity is approximated by 
subtracting total surface runoff from total 
rainfall at base station (station of recording 
gauge) and dividi,l.:g by the period of rainfall 
at base stationo 

(d) Percentages of total rainfall occurring during 
each hour at the base station are computed o 

(e) Then, assuming a total rainfall of some even 
number of inches, about equal to the average 
depth for the given storm, the depth of rain 
falling each hour at the base station is 
determined by multiplying this assumed depth 
by the various percents determined in (d)o 
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(f) Than calculate the depths of rainfall excess 
c;luring each hour of this same storm, for 
infiltration capacities of different amounts 
eog~ 0.1, O~2, 0.3, 0.5, 0 0 6 in. per hour} 
Plot these 'total rainfall excesses against 
storm rainfall assumed in (e)o 

(g) Repeat (e} and (t) for assumed storms of dif
ferent depths of rainfall greater and less 
than the assumed value of (e)o This will give 
a set of curves showing rainfall excess VS8 
total rainfall, for various infiltration capaci
ties" 

(h) For each of the substations (stations where only 
total dail!' rainfall is observed), the values 
of rainfall excess may be obtained from curves 
of (g) for the total depths of rainfall at 
these stations, for different infiltration 
capacities .. 

(i) The average of all the stations t rainfall 
excesses for each infiltration capacity is 
plotted against infiltration capacity. 

(j) This curve then will give average infiltration 
'capacity on this basin f:or known va.lues of rain
fall excess. 

Note: Values obtained by this method may be applied 
to any design storm on the same basin, but should not 
be used for studies on another basini» 

These methods of determining infiltration rat-es were 
developed mainly for the purpose of estimating runoff from 
precipitation. Actually, looking at the problem from the 
point of view of ground water, it should be obvious that the 
infiltration rate obtained by these methods does not indicate 
the actual amount of water reaching the ground water reservoir. 
For one thing, interception and depression storages are included 
in infiltration rates calculated by hodrograph analyses o This 
is not too far out of line, 'however, as a fair portion of 
depression storage does eventually infiltratee 

Also, even after the water has penetrated the ground sur
face, it may not reach the ground water level, as there are 
varying amounts held in the upper levels 6f soil as soil 
water, and suspended water. 

However, a comparison of infiltration capacities on dif
ferent areas will at least give qualitative indication of the 
relative amounts of ground water accretion to be expected, 
and future research may provide methods of greater quantitative 
value than exist at present G 
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Ground\vater 

Once water has passed through the earth's 'surface, it be
comes a potential s~urce of ground water. It is assisted in its 
movement to the ground' wa~er le,vel by the force 'of gravity J and 
is deterred from its free 'downward movement by' the force of 
molecular attraction, which tends to hold a film of water to 
each particle of soil; by the frictional resistance to flow 
through the soil interstices; and by the force of capillarity 
which can 'hold a considerable height of water against the force 
of gravity. For a discussion of these forces, see Chapter 12, 
"Sotl Physics" in the book "Applied Hydrology" by Linsley, 
Kohler, and Paulhus. 

It should be realized that the rocks comprising the earth's 
crust are seldom, if ever, solid throughout. Their numerous 
openings, called interstices vary from caverns in some rocks to 
extremely small spaces between soil particles. Generally they 
are very small. 

Usually, the interconnection of interstices permits movement 
of the percolating waters, but they may be isolated" Obviously, 
then, the occurrence of ground water is largely dependent on 
the geology of the area under consid'e,ration. 

Definitions: 

Aguifer. A formation which transmits water in 
sufficient ,quantity to support wells or springs8 

'Aquiclude. A formation which contains water, but 
does not permit its movement at rates suffiCiently large 
to permit development by pumping. 

Porosit~. In any soil or rock, the percentage that 
the volume of interstices is of the total volume. 

SEec!fic Yie14~ The volume of water yielded by 
gravity drainage from saturated water bearing material, 
expressed as a percentage of total volume of material. 

S ecific Retention. The volume of water retained 
by a saturated materia against the pull of gravity, 
expressed as a percentage of total volume of materialo 

Note: Specific retention + specific yield. porosity .. 

The Ground \ivater Reservoi.:r: 

The classification of the earth's crust With ref.erence to 
its properties as a reservoir, and the subdivlsion of this 
reservoir into its component parts is shown in the following dia
gram 7 taken from' "Hydrology" by ~'Jisler and Brater. 
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I Structure 

Zone of 
Rock 

Fracture 

Zone of 
Rock 

Flowage 

Water Occurrence 

~ s.. I Soil 7a;:r 
[~ IVadose \v'ate~' . 
cns:t 
~ Capillary' I 

, Fringe --f +-Water 
" Table 

Ground Water 

Internal Water 

The zone of rock flo\'iage has no interstices, and the 
internal water is not considered here because it is not part of 
the hydrologic cycle. 

The zone of rock fracture may have interst.ices and the 
water in this zone is called interstitialwatero 

In the zone of aeration, the water is not under hydrostatic 
pressure, and the interstices are largely filled with gas~ Water 
here is held by molecular attraction and is called vadose, 
pellicular, or suspended water. 

vlater in the zone in which plant root systems. are. found 'is 
called soil water. 

The belt overlying the zone of saturation contains inter
stices, some or all of which are filled ~"ith water in connection 
with, and a continuation of, the zone. of saturatione Its' 
thickness. depends on particle size. It may be a few inches in 
sand, to many feet in fine grained soils. This belt is called 
the capillary fringe& 

Below the capillary fringe lies the zone of saturation in 
which all interstices are filled with water. This is the most 
important zone from the point of view of ,water supply. Water 
in this zone is called ground water, and the upper surface of 
the zone is called the water table~ 

The following diagram represents the cross section of a 
drainage basin, to ShOH the relation of the various zones 
mentioned o 
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Zo he of So.. tu..y'~. t. ott. 

(From "Hydrology" - \'Jisler &. Brater) 

Note: That the intermediate zone does not always exist. 
If 'the-capillary fringe reaches the ground surface, then water 
is lost from the zone of saturation by evaporation aided by 
capillarity_ If the water table reaches the surface, then a 
spring is formedo 

The stream shown is an effluent stream because water flows 
from the zone of saturation to the stream; this is because the 
water table is above the stream surface. , __________ 

G Y'i.>tA. ,~ d ________ 

G'f 0 w...tt d. W Q. 'Ie yo' 

!1oU."d ~ ...... "" -- - ...... -.. - ..... ...... '--.., ..... ... '- ...... --- ...... -----........, -- ~ -The reverse condition is shown in the above diagram, where the 
water table 1·s below the stream surface. This is an influent 
stream. If the water table is below the stream bed, then a 
ground water mound or ridge is formed under the stream. 

Artesian Aguifera 

If an aquifer is overlain by a confining bed of relatively 
impervious material, and if the water level in a well penetrating 
the aquifer, rises above the level of the bottom of the confining 
bed, the aquifer is called artesiano The surface formed by 
connecting the heights of water level in well, tapping the 
aquifer is called the piezometric surfaceQ 
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Elastic prqperties of Artesian Aquifers. It is common 
in some artesian wells for water levels to change during 
periods of large ~l\lctuations in barometric pressure. The· 
explanation of this is as follows. 

- Ground Surface 

'~iater Table - -

111/ AquiC{~d~/,// //@.'////I // II I II I 
,//, "1·/ I I ' 1 

Aquifer _ 

Idealized Section after "Hydrology" - Wisler and Brater. 

Consider the shallow well which is not artesian. An 
increase in barometric pressure, tending to force the water 
down in the well is balanced by an equal pressure exerted on 
the shallow water table. Therefore, no change in water level 
occurs,. 

If the same barometric increase occurs with respect to 
the deeper artesian well, the aquiclude does not transmit 
the full increase to the underlying ~ater, as it has some 
resistance to the pressure. Consequently, the barometric 
increase on the water level in the well is not balanced by 
an equal pressure in the water in the aquifer. As a result, 
the water level decreases by an amount 4. h. 

The ratio of the water level change to the barometric 
pressure change (in equivalent units) is called the barometric 
efficiency of the well, or the aquifer. 

For the same reason, loading due to tides (or other 
superimposed loadings) may cause fluctuations in well elevation. 
The ratio of rise in water level in the well to the increase 
in level of the tide (corrected for different densities of 
water) is called the tidal efficiency of the aquifer. 

See Page 33 for a discussion by Jacob. 

It should be noted that although the overlying aquiclude 
which confines an artesian aquifer is generally considered to 
be impervious, such is not always the case, and it is possible 
for large quantities of water to be lost due to the permeability 
of confining aquicludes. Also, many artesian aquifers would 
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long ago have been pumped dry were it not £or the fact that 
the permeability of the confining aquiclude allows water to 
enter the aquifer in areas where the piezometric surface is 
below the lo,~er surface of the aquiclude. 

Other methods of reoharge or artesian aquifers are: 

(a) Infiltration on outcrop areas 

(b) Percolation through breaks in the confining aquiclude 

Underflow: is a t'erm used to describe the movement of 
ground vlater through an underground channel, such as may be 
found in sedimentary rocks or in' alluvial soil, where a 
channel defined by impermeable aquicludes if filled with a 
permeable aquifer. 

The term underflow channel is used where a water table 
condition exists, and underflow conduit where the flow occurs 
under artesian conditions. ~~ny stream channels in dry 
seasons, when the surface appears dry, may carry appreciable 
quantities of water as underflow. 

Underflow Channel Underflow Conduit 

Q.onclusion 

It should be noted that an essential character of ground 
water reservoirs is movement of water through them. Even 
without wells, the ground water phase of the hydrologic cycle 
is one of movement from the place where water enters the 
aquifer - the recharge area - to the place where the water 
is discharged from the reservoir, either by evapotranspiration, 
by springs, or by seepage to streams or lakes or the ocean. 
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Thus, as a rule, usable ground water does not remain at rest 
under a piece of land until used, but is continually moving 
to some point of discharge~ Thus 1 except in a very few 
places, ground water is a transient resource which cannot be 
conserved for the future merely by not using it. 

A wise use of our ground water resources, therefore, 
requires careful investigation of the manner in which ground 
water moves and the laws governing that movement~ 
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HYDRAULICS OF GROUND "vlATER 

Experimental Basis of Darcv's' Law -I . ____ .~~ __ ~. __ ~~ __ ~~ 

Flow of viscous liquids lJuru porous" materials which they 
saturate follow a law first discovered experimentally by 
Henri Darcy, a French hydraulic engineer, in' lS56. 

Consider: "Uniform Laminar Flow thru Sand"tt 

------------~--------------~~~~--------------

I 

,.".: ... : .. - '. 

L: . '\ .. ' .' .. '., . 
/~.\'t i". *." t 

I~
"I' .•.•. , 
I • • • • • '., " 
"- ~ 

~ -............~I , ~ 

Datum of 
---.. ,------------------,-........ ------.- Elevation • 

FIGURE I 

Then from Darcy's exp. we have given that 
hI - h2 Q • KA 

L 
or Q = KAi ( 1) 

Terms occurring in the equation are defined in the above 
sketch. 

hI = inflow head 

h2 - outflow head -
L - length of flow -
A - cross-sectional area -
K - coefficient of permeability -

Piezometric head is defined as h 

and h = z + £ 
w 

Each of the terms making up "h" has the dimensions of 
energy per unit weight. 

hl and h2 may be regarded as potential energies 
per unit we~ght of water entering and leaving the sand 
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respectively. Kinetic energy in the Darcy Exp. was equal 
to a constant and was also very smalle In most ground water 
problems kinetic energy is negligible even though variableo 
The difference hI - h2 • energy loss per unit weight of 
fluid. This is also the flow energy that is converted into 
heat as water flows from points of high to points of low 
piezometric head. To be more nearly correct one should 
write 

~
p 

b:z+ s.!£ 
w 

where w is considered some function of pressure between 
some standard Po and the prevailing pressure at the point of 
elevation, z" .ln general it will be permissible to neglect 
variation of specific weight in space on the other hand 
variation of specific weight should be considered when it 
varies with time. Ground water flows from points of high 
piezometric head to points of lower piezometric head. 

Range of Vaiidity of Darcy's Law~ Darcy's law atates 
that velocity of flow is proportional to the first power of 
the hydraulic gradient~ Since velocity in laminar flow is 
also proportional to the first power of the gradient it can 
be inferred that flow must be laminar for Darcy's law to 
hold. Reynolds number defined as follows: 

R = ~ 
a.r 

is the general index used to determine if flow is laminar or 
turbulent. 

also 

where 

v : velocity of flow 

d = ave. grain diameter with 
respect to pore space. 

~= kinematic viscosity 

R.~ 
.....u., 

-v-= ~ 
,0 

./A, = dynamic viscosity 

P = density 

Jacob states that flow thru uniform spherical grains shows a 
departure from the laminar condition at values of R between 
I and 10 depending upon range of grain sizes and shapes. 
Departure from laminar flow can be expected in the immediate 
vicinity of a typical discharging well, it is here that gromd 
water velocities reach a maximum. Large departures from 
laminar flow introduce error and will be considered as a 
separate problem later. On the other hand there is no lower 
limit of applicability of Darcy's law for even the smallest 
pores. 
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Permeability Coefficient 

Solving equation (l) for K, 

Common units for K are ft/sec. This coefficient was called 
the transmission constant by Slichter. It has been more 
recently called the Coefficient of Permeability, though quite 
inappropriately so because K depends not only on the 
permeability of the soil but also upon significant properties 
of the fluid flowing thru the sando Fluid properties 
affecting flow are: 1. Viscosity, A.nd 2. Specific weight. 
The fluid viscositYJ~ is a measure of the resistive force 
per unit area per un~t transverse velocity gradient within 
the pores of the s~nd. Specific weight, w, may be considered 
as a dri ving force per unit volume per unit hydraulic gradient ~ 
The relationship between K,~, w, and d can be determined 
directly by dimensional ~nalysis as follows: 

Then 

L 

T 

F 

K = + (l~' W , d) 

L = (FT)a ( F)b (Ll c 

T (LZ> (i'> 

1 • -2a + C - Jh 

-1 • a 

a • -1 

b = +1 

C :: +2 

Solving these equations 

simultaneously it is 

found that: 

(2) 

Cd2 depends on the character of the sand alone and hence 
is rightly called the Coefficient of Permeability or simply 
the permeability. C depends on the porosity of the sand, 
the range and distribution of grain sizes, ~he shape of the 
grains, and their orientation and arrangement, all of which 
are characterized by dimensionle,ss length ratios or angles~ 

K • k !! 
~ 
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k = Cd2 has the dimensions of (L2) 

The ratio of specific weight to viscosity varies from 
liquid to liquid and temperature to temperature. However, 
in many ground water problems the temperature does not vary 
appreciably and K may be regarded as a constant in the flow 
equatione 

Units: 

1 Centipoise • 0 0 01 Poise • 0.01 dyne sec 
cm2 

Darcy = centi oise em) cm2 
atmosphere 

Conversions 

929 Stokes 
ft2/sec 

The unit of Permeability used in the petroleum industry 
is the darey as defined above. 

Example: 

Given that water with a ktnematic viscosity"..= 11#21 x 10-5 
ft 2/see flows thru a sand having a permeability of 7~8 darcys, 
find the transmission constant. 

K = k! • ~. 32~2 ~o8) (1.062 x 10-11 ) 
.h'- ,,\r (le2l x 10-5) 

K = 2.20 x 10-4 ft/sec •• 1geO ft/day = 142 gpd/ft2 

Notes on Permeability From Thesis by Frede W~ Kiefer at Colorado 
A & 1\11 College 

Did not consider material containing cohesive or collodial 
particles. 

Basic Formula: 
hf 

V = K L 

Disagreement exists on definition of "K" (See Dimensional 
Analysis, Page 19)~ Hazen suggests that "K" is a function of 
d and proposed using the 10% size, others have used d50 and 
d34 0 
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Also used is: d • i nds 
n 

n = no .. of parti.cles 

ds • sieve ~ze assuming spherical shape 

Hatch defined d as follows: 

s = sh·ape factor • 6 for spheres 

Dimensional Analysis 

¢ (,.0,.4, h, L, V, g, <1m, (6d, a 'Oc' r.l~m,) = 0 

C is a function of 'these 

Completing the dimensional analysis gives 

If n. 1 the Hagen Poiseullie equation results~ 

It ·n. 2 h L V2 
the equation is in the Darcy form.. (..:. = f n "T: ) 

g 

Next Considered Porosity 

R • ! • Hyd radius 
p 

Developed a "Rtf term for Soils 

A L = .Volume of Voids p t Surface -Area 

Then -substitute: Volume of 'Voids = r/:.. 

and A L. ,;..( 
P 

T '1:""'----L l-c:(., 

1 - 4':.· 
(Vol of Solids) 

Surface Area 

for spheres 

7IcP 
611 d2 l-t/- l-cf.... 

o : shape factor for spheres for sand we have a shape 

factor = 7.7Q 
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Substitution in Fq. 18 gives 

h = c Vn (d 
L g 

c£ )n-3 (~)2-n 
1-d':-

Divioe V by oC to correct for velocity thru the pores. 

If n = 1 

h :: C V (~ .. ~)2 ~ Laminar flow eq. 
L i ~d" ~ ,0 

If n = 2 

(1- 0( ) 
0<3 For turbulent or Laminar flow. 

If flow is laminar 

c • ft R, 

or C is some function of Re~'nolds number. 

From V = K ~ the following equation is obtained 

h-V 
L-~ 

(same C) 

Now equate this to the nrevious equation for ~ and solve for K 
2 3 J..t 

K :: 2g e.L 6- 2 
-~ 0 (l-d~) 

a two (2) was intro0uOed into the eQuation to make it consistent 
with other literature. 

Represent the above by me~ns of a ~raph (Like the one of 
:Fiokuradse) 
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Considering a graded material 
P d2 oC3 

K = 2g ~ '1f r 1 _ ;02 = Transmission Coet. 

k .. <Hl ~k,-2 2gd2 = Ooet. of permeability 

a.nd 
~ 3 '" 

~rl _"J!j~ = Vs 

As stated previously the oritioal range ror NR (Re) is 1-10, an 
attempt is bein~ ~...ade to nerrovi these lImits dot'ln. 

Values of Os determined are: 

Os • 320 - 350 20-30 Ottawa Sand 

Os = 650 - 670 Poudre River Sand 

Os = 320 - )50 Uniform Lead Shot 

Os - 450 45FJ Steel Bearings -
The lead shot varied in size from 0.01" to 0.3", one size being 
checked at a. time. The value of Os remained constant. 

The steel beari~s were 1/4,t dia. arranged to give 40% pore 
space. By arran~ement of the bearin~s the ~ pore space can be 
varied frOM 26% to 40%. In the case of the lead shot the pores 
seem to orfer less resistanoe to flow) being more strearn.lined. 

From above 

Os = r (Om , 6 d , r ) 

Om = shape factor 

dd = standard deviation for size 

r = rouRhness 

Os = {l - c< 2, C 
th. 3 · 

chan~es 1.5 tl~es for the following 
r8nRe in porosity (26% - 40%). 

Porosity = Vol VoidS 
Vol Solids 

Permeability is inversely proportional to Cae 
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Sketch Q! Apparatus 

\

> gravel 

~=======:==~--~~~ __ --J filter 

:----t=====~1 f 

--_ ~ inflow 
supply 

A high head is maintained on the 
sample 

The soil. sample tested ranged ih helght f'rom 6" to 12ft. 

For more c'oroplete sketch see Hr. Kiefer's thesis. (Not 
completed at present, July, 1952.) 
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Derivation of the Fundam~n~al ~9uat1ons 

Generalization of narcy's Law. In the unidirectional case 
of :f1.g (!) the 11eaCl loSS hl - h2 may be considered uniformly 
distributed alon~ 'the d.i!-eotion O't flow. On the scale of pore 
size, of course, the head 1s unevenly distributee, for along 
any typical stream. line the @:radient of th.e hea'd changes 
continuously. However, if the head is averaped at different 
points over small vol~es contalnin~ a great number of pores 
the p.xadient of this one head will be sensibly uniform o 

Considering flow per unit area in a similar fashion it will 
also be uniform. Considering the physical meaning implied 
we can V'vTi te 

v=-k.2!! as 

v and h are regarded as continuous functions of s, the 
distance along the averaRe direction of flow. If we have an 
anisotropic soil as r.egards permeability, the oomponents of 
velooity in the three rectangular coordinate directions may 
be assumed to be 

~ .. 
Vx • - Kx -11 ax 
V - K ~h 

Y - - Y ~ 

Vz = - Kz i h 
~z 

Anlstropic Soil (3 ) 

w~ere K ,Ky , and Kz are transMission coefficient for 
flo\l\! in the X, Y t aJJld z directions, respectively', each. 
being the product of 11 and the respective permeability kx , 
ky ,or kz • The neRetiv8 si~ns are required bec~use the K 
terms are nosltive constants anc water moves in the direction 
of decreasing head. The velocity at any point in a send would 
be equal to the vector sum of the tl~ee components of equation 3. 
Present considsrations will be !'estricted to systems that are 
isotropic as regard ~ermeability for which 

Vx = - K ~~ 
Vy = - K ih Isotropic Soil (4) ay 

Vz = - K ~ 

Si~nificance of Gro~lc According 
to aqua. the component of velocity in any ect on in an 
isotropic material is the product of transmission eoe.tt1c:t&m 
and negatlve rate of change of head in that direction. 
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Total velooity vector = (K) (max. rate of decrease of head in 
space) 

= (K) (negative gradient of soolar h) 

For convenience ~ = velocity potential = Kh. 

The negative ~r8dlentof thie potential is considered 
equal to the velocity. 

The existance ot a velooity potential iMulies irrotational 
notion. This first off mi~ht seem to contracict two facts: 

1. In ('·round '-Jater flow loss of energy is thru viscous 
resistance. 

2. ~<otion of viscous liquids is invariably rotational. 

It is true that Motion within individual pores is rotational 
because of viscous resistance ocourrin~ in the stream tube o 

IIowever, when a volQm8 of Material is considered i con~aining 
Many pores, the rotations occurrin~ i~li thin the individual 
tubes cancel and we have irrotational motion e 

Continuity and Co~pressibilitI 

Consider the parallelepiped. ~\.f·";~> 
-,. . t '/1..... ''''';'''---:- ~ t. 

t {)1 

Fig 2 

VIator flowin~ thru the faces as shown. B~T the law of conservation 
of matter net inward flux Must eoual the rate at which water is 
accumulating within that volume. -

l~et inward flux = 
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on passi~ 
results. 

l:!et inward flux 

to Differen.tial and fa-etorinR equation (5) 

= _ rd(pVX)+.~(PV:r:) + d(pVzil dx dy 

L 'x aY dZ j 

The mass of water oontainea in the elemental volume is 

A'M=PO AX AY AZ 

o = porosity of solI or sand. 

Send as well as H20 is assumed oom~ressible 

then Q, P. and Az 'will be variable and 

AX ,LAy will remain constant ~o18tively speaking 

Ra.te of change of Mass of ~\Tater is 

The height of the ele!"lontal volume v·aries wi th the vertical 
component of compressive stress 

iz = cOMpressiv·e stress 

6- I: vertic~!l corl'pressibl11ty of sand 
dC, z) . 

Ed'- = - d{b z} 
AZ 

d(AZ) = 1 
!'tA., AZ d «( z) 

d(Az) - - /..AZ d.( 6 z) -
d{Az) • -o'-AZ d(Q z) 

or 

d~A~) • -~ Az au. at at 
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Consider that the volume of solid rrB terial in the parallelepiped 
remains constant since compressibility of individual sand grains 
is small compared to compressibility at water and chan~e in 
porosity~ 

Then 

or 

Vlhence 

And 

6~s=(1-

d (~~s) • 

0) AX~Y6Z :: Constant 

d g 
i - g = 

[(1 - Q){d(Az» - AZ <dQ)] AX/OY = 0 
d (~) 

,." -
~ _ 1 - Q d (4Z) Substituto ~ (az) _ 

Jt -at - AZ at 
In the above to give 

1 - Q 
AZ 

a ( 6' z) 
at 

The oompressibility of sand is :::-elatively important only 
v.rhen the sand is comnletelv satura ted wi th water which is 
confined by an impermeable" le.yer of c·lay or s-tmilsr material 
overlyin~ the sand. For the unconfined case all that results 
fromcornprossion 1s a vertical aisplacoment of tho water table. 

In tho confincd flow system the vertical oomponent of 
compressive stress, 0 Z , and water pressure, P, are in 
equilibrium with downV·lard acting forces on the plane of contact 
of the sand with the overlying confining bed 

r 

f Wi 

~ 
c/ai 

5und. f(eSJ5Tance 

~ \\\--//./::: \\\///~\~/// ~\.',' -/11 

Rock or 81milar lfaterial 

Then: (1) 'f~Tnter pressure acts thru the ent iro VOIlV'IC. 

(2 ) Compressive s tress is assumed to aat unifoITlly 
over wholo plano of contact. 
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For the above 

P + 6 z = Verticai Component of stress.on the plane 
of oontaot. 

If arohinp- aotion can be negleoted 

p + Oz • dead wt/u...~it area at olane of oontaot. 

The nroblem is then a Vertioal Strain Problem. Inolude in the 
dead'~rtl) the wt. of the atmosphere. 

P+Oz=C 

or 

dP = d 6"'z = 0 

or 

dP = - d 6z 

'\fe see then that lncreasing the water pressure deoreases the 
solid compressive st~ess. Assume that WAt.Ar h~essure inoreases 

at a rate = Jt find the rate of ino~ease in the density of the 

wa.ter. 

Solving for dP 

dP - PdP - --,r-

dP 
= E : ap 

17) p 

i = the compressibility 

or for variation with res~ect to time 

This is the rate density 
of water increases as 
pressure increases. 

Po= reference dens! ty usually te:ken as 
atMospherio. 

Thickness of sand 1noreasee at rateft 

d (AZ) =?( LJ. z ~ ot ,'.)t 
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Porositz of sand increases at rate. 

(11) 

Substitute equations (9) , (lO) and (11) 1n equation 6. 

foe ,.00 P!-t c;z + /=1 r4 (1 - g) ~~Z +pgG'(iE.~J ~XAY 
~ ~ 3t at ~ 

= ~ a Po + p 0(.( 1 .. 0) + f' 0 o<J ~t AX 4Y' A Z 

:; ~ ,gPo +p",-p~O tPd,O] ~.o..x c.Y' AZ 

= foE Po +1:( rJ 2t AX o.Y' ~z _ a 

Pass to differentials and 

Equate to the net inward flux 

(Qf3 p +'(P) 2E. dx dy dz 1: _[3leYxl. + f2{P:vt) .... iteYz)l dx dy dz 
o <Jt ;; x 3 Y a z ;"J 

Simpltfying the resultant equation is 

()(PVx) _ d(PVy) • 3(PVz) = QP (e+~) ~ 
'x ay az Q at 

The very sM.all differences bet~\leen P and Po have been neglected. 

Example 

An extensive confined sand has a thickness = 200'.0. 

g = 35%. 

Area is overlain by an extensive body of tide water~ 

Tide depth 1s nearly uniform - (Assume Uniform.) 

The water level in a tl~htly cased well tapping the sand 
fluctuates with the tide. The amplitude of fluctuation is 42% 
of tide fluctuation. 
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Find: 

(l) Compressibility of sand. under this stress 
variation. 

Neglect the small volume of water flowing into and 'out of the 
well. 

One Dimensional Prob. sinoe flexual 'rigidity of thin confining 
beds May be neglected 

d6z+dP.wdH 

H = stage of tide 

The relative amplitude of tidal fluctuations in the well is 

dP = d P 
'VI <1P + da z 
~ 

This is shown as follows! Starting with original equation 

dP x d' z = wdH 

1!~Ul tiply both sides b,r dP· 

Divide thru by wdH 

or 

dP2 + d (6 z) dP • wdHdP 

(d?)2 dOZ dP 
wdH" wdtt = C.P 

factor 

dP/w 
on -=atr 
d;~W (dP + d 6z ) = dP 

The volQme of. water in the sand is ~ = Q ¥ where ¥ = total 
volume of sand. As the sand. and water a~e cOI'lpressed the 
change in overall volume = char~e of water vol~e if sand 
grains are assumed incompressible. 
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Then 

d "Zfw = d~ 
And 

~= d¥ 
V-w W 

Then 

~ _ dP 
~ - -~ 
~ 

And 

Also 

~ : Volume occupied by water 

or . dt = • ~ dP ; -Bop 

E - - d 6 z or d¥- 1 d f 
d'r :;r=-~ \}z 
--q:-

Divide both sides by Q 

d" _ 0(0 6 z 
Q\E =- Q 

Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) are equal so equate and 

.~ c~. d 6 z -pdP=- Q 

Then 

sub eq. (4) in eq. (l) 

and 

or 

x = 0.42 
Q8 

1 .... ~ 

~ 

d.. 0 ~ = .42 
1 + ~ o 

solve for (/( - 32 -
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Q = 0.35 

~ = 3.3 x 10-6 in2/lb 

0(. 0.84 x 10-6 1n2 fIbs 

ExamEle III The sand of the previous example is subjeot 
to uniform variation of atmospheric pressure. Find the 
relation between the fluctuations of atmospheric pressure and 
simultaneous fluctuation of water level in a tightly cased 
well tapping the sand ne~leoti~ again the volume of water 
flowing into and out of the well. 

P ... &z = Pa 
"1' + dol' :It dP Q .... a 

Pa = Atmos"Oherio Press 

The change of water pressure in the sand is given by 

dP ~ dPe. + wdh where h is the water 

surface elevation in the well. As before we can put the 
equation above in the following form 

and 

or 

dh _ dF - dPa • -0 6 z _ -. 1 
dPa - aPa dF + d, z - r + dts /d 6 z 

tV 

dh -1 

dF _ <:A" 
d6z - n 

7J!iajw :: 1 ... ~ • 
-1 

0,,82 x io-g • -.58 

In other words the 1'\later level in the well is depressed 
5S% as muoh as the atM.osnheric head rises. Vlater level 
fluctuations in the well-reproduces the record of a water 
barometer althou~h inverted and reduced to 58% of normal 
8.r.;.ptitude. 

Barometric Efficienov and Tidal Efficienc~. From an 
Article by J. E. J'acob inMTrans. Am. Geopnys.nion, 1940. 
page 5~2. 

Consider an artesian aquifer overlain by several layers 
of different thicknesses. 
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Let w = weight of unit volume 
of material in stratum thick
ness A m. 

Po atmospheric pressure. 
b : proportion of plane of 
contaot between aquifer and 
aquiclude on which hydro
static pressure is effective. 

Note: b = 1.0 for unoemented 
-gr-anular material 
b : porosity for solid aquifer 
with tubular channeIs~ 

P • pressure of water within 
aquifer 

~z = unit stress in aquifer 

Then Po" <E' WI L\ ml = (a-' z + b p) 

If i WI AmI is constant, and the barometric pressure changes, 
then 

A Po == AC-Z + b6.P 

If B z barometric efficiency of a well in this aquifer 

AP :Llpo = BAPo by definition 

= (1 - B) .t).Po 

therefore, 6. P = (l-B) (~C"" z of- b bP) 

Then 4P I-B 
Ll.cYz = I-b( I-B) 

If the aquifer and the contained water are compressed by 
extensive unifo~ loaa, the decrease in volume of water is 
equal to the decrease in volume of aquifer. 

Therefore 6 Vw = a.V 
--v;; ---gv' where g c porosity of aquifer 

(assuming the actual particles of aqujfer are incompressible 
and no leaka~e occurs) 

Also 

where Ee and Es are moduli of elast1city or water and 
aquifer respectively 

therefore 

So that 

L)P 
ES = ~o- Z and 

Es 
Ee l-B 
QEs = l .... b(l-B) 
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Therefore B 
1 + b E9 

Q Es 
= 1 .. 

A similar analysis may be made considering that Po is oonstant 
and that the total load on the aquifer increases due to a tide 
level change on the overlying area. 

This gives a value for tidal efficiency. C 

Ee 
C = , .QYS", 

1 + b .156' 
g ts 

Note from value or B 

C .. B = 1.0 

For a granular aquifer, B = 1.0 

and 
ES 

B =: 1- QTs 
l~ 
+~ 

= __ ... 1 __ 
Et? 

l+~ 
\t.l!ts 

Now, from equation on page ;1 the storage coefficient S for 
a oonfined aquifer is 

s - Qwm <is' ... a<) - Q 

- Qwm (1 _ 1 ) - 1,$ - ra 
= 

Qwm 
(1 - ~) Ep s 

s = Qwm {l) 
E8 B 

or S = Qwm 
(1 : C) EA 

Example: The tidal efficiency of a well in a confined 
aquifer is observed to be 44~. The aquifer is 85 fee~ thick 
a.nd its porosity is 0.35. Assuming E ;;: 300,000 psi, what 
is the stora~e coefficient for this reservoir? 
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s . o·~6 x 62,4 x a5 
0.06 x i44 

= 7.65 x 10-; 

Vote: the value of stora~e coeffioient obtained in this 
manner assumes that no leaka~e of ~~ter ocours through over
~I or unde1'lyl!l1 aquicludea. 

Consider Eq. 12 

For steady flow pressure distribution does not vary with time, 
henoe Eq. 12 reduces to 

(12) 

c(p Vx ) + ()(P Vy) + le(PVz) • 0 
~x 8y dZ 

Continuity Equation 
for steady flow. 

Performing the operation indicated 
V V V P (..£2, .,. -L.z .. ~) + Vx ..2.e.. + Vy M.. + Vz ~ = 0 (13) ax 'dY oZ 3x QY 3z 

Velooity components are expressed ln terms of components of 
the hydraulic gradient as tol1ows 

V:x. = - K (jh ax 
Vy = - K lh(4) 

3Y 

Vz :: - K ~h az 
Also the components of the density gra~~ent may be expressed as 
follows: 

rx = p 0 8 ~; :: Po 2 B g ;~ 

~yP = PoB .~~ = Po~ () g .JUt 
v 3Y riY (14) 

Gi P Po2 8g (.21! -1) -az = az 
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Substitute equations 4 and 14 in (13) to get (15) 

From It we have 

Vx • K ~~ 
'dVx _ 4 2h ax- - - K 8i2 

Eq. for Vy and 
V7. take same form. 

~, 

p ~ ~ ~ I') 2" r 4ih)2 
K (~+ i? ... ~) + iro \J8 L(a-x + 

Giving 

a2h -+ a2h ... 3 2
h c 0 

~ ay~ ~ 

Eq. 16 is used in steady oonduction of electrioity &, heat. in 
steady diffusion, and the theory at elastio membrane:J. 

(16) 

DIfferential Equation Tor Unsteady Flcwl. Start with Eq. (12) 
......... ___ .. -\~~~ .......... ~.. . t .. ... 

_ a( jO Vxt _e~"':rl _ a (P Vz ) = Qp ($ + a< ) £. (12) 
a x d Y d z ~ at 

Differentiation of P (Vx + Vy • Vz ) 

Gives 

p (,Vx + aVy + aVZ) + v% ~ .. Vy ee = Vz i.e ;: OP( Bt' cC') ~ 
3X lJY aZ 4)x aY az tf 3t 

Velocity Components as before are 

V - K dh x - - ax 
Vy = - K ~ 

Vx • - K lh. dZ 

And the components of density ~radlent may be expressed as 
follows. (See Eq. 18) 
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e 'a P --oX 

Rubstitute Eq. 4 and 14 in the above, first noting the following 

From Eq. 4 

Then we obtain 

~vx 9 2h 
---K x2> ax -

":tVz K ,-.2h v _ _ ..J2.......!! 
a;- - Qz2 

= g p ( e .... ~) 'dP 
( Q 10£ 

Second Part, left hand side is very small --) 0 leaving 

or 

e>
2

h + >.8 211 + > a2
h • 0 (8 + ('~) tiP 

~x2 ~ W X' ., at 

Then 

P = wh 

And 
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Substituting 

'd
2

h + fi + q 2
h it. ~ (S f 2£.) 

?x2 ~ az2 I.. • 

This is the a~proxi~ate partial differential equation poverning 
the unsteady flow of water In .oompr:essible ssn~~. 

Equations of the same form oocur in the theories of 
unste:ady flow of heat -and electric,i t~T., 

For the Sneoial Case 

For flow in a uniformly thiok a.no essentially horizontal bed of 
thickness f b t E~. 17 becomes . 

Then: , .. 

and 

a2h a2h Qwb ( B -+ o{'J 2.l1 (17) + J;J dy2 • kb' . ,', '1r '" ,a t 

Sinoe d 2h 0 .....t.-- -7 dZ2 

If the ooeffioien't of'stora~e is defined as 

.S = .Qwb '(.8 +' c() , , .. 'Cf. 

the volume of 'water that a unit decline 'in head" 
releases from storage in a vertical column of the 
aquifer of un! ty'x~'~~ctibn 

the product Kb = T 

T = transmissivity 

(since bed is transmissive while the water is 
transmissible we call it transmissivity coeffioient) 

1'e then have for Eq. 19 

a 2h a2h s 9 h 
~ + ~y~. T ;It , (19) 
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T is a function of permeability, thickness of bed, specific 
weight and viscosity of water. The latter two vary with 
temperature. 

Dimensions of T are [ L2h J 
T'le coefficients 
to be determined 
discuss later). 

Sand T may be regarded as emperioal values 
principally by pumping test techniques. (Will 
A rough estimate of S however oan be made. 

Given: 

Then 

w = 62.4 
b • 200 
Q • 0.35 
19= 3.3 x 10-6 
0\ = 2.0 x 10-6 

S = Qwb ({3 + ~) 
Substituting 

S • (O.3;)(6;ff4)(200) [~ ..... - ~oO *J14l , .OQ000270 
10 flO) (0&3;) 

b , 0 , and (3 are generally knovvn are or determinable. 

0( is not easily evaluated. 

For an~area = 1000' x 1000' the water released fro~ storage • 
270 ftJ for a head decline : 1.0' 

ExampJJ?. 

From a pumping test 

S : 0.00028 

Given: 

b = 200' 
g = 0.35 

Determine the cOMpressibility of the sand under the stress 
variation acc'ompanying the lowering of head caused by the pumping. 
Find the fraction of storage attributed to expansibility of the 
water and that attributed to compressibility of the sand. 

S = Qwb (f3 + ~) 
Can write as 

S • Qwb e ( 1 + ~) 
Qwb fJ = stora~e coefficient sand would have if 

inat>mpresslble 
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Hote 

One (1) in ~arenthe$ls stands for that 
112 0 derived' due to expansion of water. 

part of 

d: de • part derived from compression of sand 

Qwb8 = (O.35)(62.4)(200)(~.2 x 10.6 ) = 1.0 x 10-4 
144 

Compressibility of sand = o( 

S • Qwb 8 (1 + g~) 
Substitute 

0.00028 = 1 x 10-4 (1 + Q~ ) 
0( 

2.8 = 1 + Q{3 

Q~ = 1.8 

..?( = 1.S Q/3 
• (1.8)(O.35){3.3 x 10-6 ) = 

~ - 1 do Q8 - .0 

2.1 x 10-6 0( 
camp. of sana 

Fraction derived from expansion of water 

- 1 - -6-<1 -~-j>~ 

Fraction de~ived from compression of sand 

= ~:~ = 64% 

~undary CondItions. 

General solutions of Equations 16, 17, lS, and 19 may be 
obtained by the techniques of partial differential equations. 
Solutions of nractica1 interest will be those narticular 
solutions that satisfv certain boundarY conditions regarding 
distribution and variation of head on one or reore boundaries 
or the flo",,,' across them. In p:eneral there are two boundary 
conditions for each independent coordinate" In unsteady flow 
there ~.rill be one addi tional specification rep,arding distribution 
of head with tine. The fore~oln~ partial diffe~ential 
equations are linear in h 11 Particular soluti.ons may be 
added to different boundary conditions or initial oonditions 
or different combinations thereof may be combined linearly 
to obtain useful solutions to p~actical problems, Furthermore, 
a particular solution that satisfies a certain set of boundary 
conditions is unique, it is the only independent solution tor 
that problem. (Reference: "Uniqueness Theorem", any text 
on potential theory.) So far we have idealized the ground 
water system as a continuous one, it is expedient to also 
idealize condItions on the boundary of the system in order 
that they too can be expressed mathematically. 
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There are several kinds of ground water boundaries in 
nature: 

1. Unoerlying and overlying rock' beds 

2. Conti~uous rock nasses (as faults){as along a wall of 
a buried rock valley) 

J. Dikes~ 

Across such boundaries 

=-K21!=O ah 
n = direction of a line normal to 

the boundin~ surface. 

Boundary is a stream line in 2-dimens1onal flow and a stream 
surface in J-dirtensional flow. 

Permeable or semi-permeable boundaries are formed by: 

1. bottoms of rivers 
2. bottoms of oanals 
3. botto~s of lakes 
4. bottoms of other bodies of surface H20 

These may be treated as equipotential surfaces if the body of 
surface water is larRe in volumo, so its level is uniform to 
independent of chan~es in ground water flow$ 

The uniform head on a boundary of this kind coulo, however, 
vary with time, 

'~Te kno~T that flo,n lines are perpendicular to lines of 
equal potential" Accordinf'l'ly flow lines enterinp: or leaving 
boundinR surfaces of uniforM head in ~round water systems do 
so at riaht an~les to those surfaces if the material is 
isotropio. 

For "V" pernendioular to a boundin~ surface, its COMponent 
along the surface ~ o. 

....·h 0 Vn = - K or ~ = 
d h 

where n is the direction of some line drawn normal to the 
veloa! ty vector. 

The expression ~~ = 0 says h = c over the boundry. In 
some cases flow acro~sna permeable boundry is specified, like 
pumping a '~ell where total flow thru the bounding surfaoe may 
be held constant. Then 

V = - K ;~ : constant and ~~ = 0 
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There are permeable or semi perMeable boundaries formed by 
the surface of the ~ound alon~ the banks of a body of surface 
water (so called seepage faces) from which ground water emerges 
e1 ther to evaporate or tr!ckle down the boundary faoe. liiodified 
seepage faces occur above the water surface in shallow wells 
that have screens at that level. Such faces may be regarded 
as surfaces of uniform atmospheric pressure or P = 0 and 

h • z from h = z • ~. In most problems of steady unconfined 

flow where downtNard percolation of surface water to the water 
table May be disre~arded the water table Is taken as the upper 
boundinR surface of flow so 

p = 0 and h = z 

Water table Is defined by height of rise in piezometric tubes 
and wells just topnln~ the zone of saturation. The water table 
under these oonditions is a stream surface and in the special 
case of two dimensional flow in a vertioal plane is a stream 
line, or 

d h • 0 aA 
If rate of infiltration is not negligible, the streaM lines 
instead of lying in the water surface oross it at angles. 

P = 0 

h ~ z 

b t...L!!. = 0 u an 

very difficult 
to solve 

gore will be said later about special simnlifications necessary 
to satisfy certain t~~es of boundary oonditions. 

Examnle 5. The rate of infiltration do~nward to the water 
table is assumed to have a constant and uniform ma~nitude w 

of dimensions (~). Find the relation between the angle of 

inolination of the v,rster table to the horizontal and the 
refraction of the flow lines as they oross the water table. 

oC = anp-le between refraoted flow lines and the vertioal. 

w = rate of infiltration downward to the water table. 

~ = distanoe between neighboring flow lines of unsaturated 
W flow. 

~h = ~ tan £ = differenoe of head between two points where 
W these above flow lines reach the water ta.ble. 
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distanoe between same two flow lines below the wa.ter 
table. 

v = velocity of unsaturated flow. 

The distance traveled on the higher stream line (or the lift in 
the sketch) fron its interseotion with the water table in losing 
a unit head ~h is 

and 

or 

Ah 
Tan g -= AX 

W 

Tan g +- rA. = x 
1\)( 
-V-

x = ~ Tan g + c( 

or 6h = g tan Q w 

Can now calculate the hydraulic Rradient 

V = Y. oh as 
v = C'h = 
j'{ as 
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Sub value or ~h 
= ~ tan Q w V tan Q 

or 

¥ ta.n (Q .i?() 

v V tan 0 
!C : w tan (g .,;( J 

W' _ tan g 
tr - tan g .0( 

. K 
tan g .... c< = W tan 0 

o ... 0( = tan-1 (~tan Q) 

~ = tan-l (~ tan 0) - Q 

EXaInRle 

If W = 00001 K and g • 1° 

then c( = S5° - 43' 

If in the lImit iftT4 0 

then 0( = 900 - ot 
and stream line lies in the water surface. 

Steady Confined FloW. 

Flow in Sand of 'nnitorm Thickness. 

Many problems of this tyPe can be reduoed to two dimensional 
form or flow in a horizontal plane. 

For: 1. Vertical lateral boundaries for the sand. 
2~ CondItion of vertical lateral boundary uniform. 
3. Slope of sand is small. 

Then vertioal component of flow = 0 and 

a 2R ,,2h. -to ~ - 0 
(JX . 'ay-'-

Solutions for equation (20) can be assumed to be of the form 

h It ho e c(x + B y 
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and then finding the restriotions on the ooeffioient 0( and 8. 

-1.h = ~hO e 0( x ... 8 y 
ax 

a2h _ --1'2 o(x +!l Y 
~ - ~ ho e ax 

d .. ~ _ L> h eo\X + e y 
oY - f..J 0 

d 2h _ f32 h ec(x + S y 
J y2 - 0 

BubsUtute value of h = ho e.,ex +Sy 

a2h _ -/2 _. - 0'\. h 

or 

or 

dX2 . 

.l2h = 8 2h a-;t 

o{2h ... 8 2h = 0 

0\2+8 2 .0 

B = .t A oC.. where ~ : .......;::r 
Having evaluated t? and oC in terns of one another the following 
are possible solutions! 

h = ho e d'~ x e . ..( cl Y 

h - ho e d( x e - A.d:.. y -
h = hoe -d(x e .A.c{y 

h - hoe -d\x e _A.ci y -
Linear oombinations of these v1111 also be solutions of equation 
IS in the plane of rectangular coordinates 

The method of oombining solutions of this form to satisfy 
non uniform boundary conditions is by the nethod of Fourier. 
(See any text on Partial Differential Equations) 
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Consider the flow of ground water in one direction in a 
sand of uniform thickness. Eq 20 reduoes to 

d
2

h - 0 
~-x 

Integ~atlon gives as a general solution 

h = Cl x + 02 

If h = 0 whGn x l' 0 ., then °2 • 0 and -Vo _ dh .• -.Q.Q. r-a.x·· :fro 

Vfuere 00 = discharge per unit of width measured normal to 
the oirection of flow and b is the thickness of the sand, 
then 

If flov\r is in the negative (x) direction the h:9sd will inc!"ease 
unifornly "t!!i th x at the rate qO/T. 

Example 6~ Con~ined sand extends indefinitely in one 
direction between parallel streams of vanishing low grade that 
cut completely thru it. 

~ther data is indicated on the sketch. 
, . 
'-_._.---...-" .. 

o .. tcrof-~ 
~ 

:I 

'-

h~ 0 

1. Find the distribution of 'head throughout the confined area. 

2. Determine total confined flow from the outcrop to the two 
streams. 

Take last two equations of (21). Add them, divide by i. 
The following solution results 

h := ho e- o<x sin ct: y 

This satisfies equation at y = 0, y =- a, and x = 0<:> and 
oan be made to satisfy 4th boundary condition by putting 0< • 
.1l.: or 
a 

h = ho e .::1!:.! sin..1!'-.Z is the desired solution. a a 
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To determine total flow 

Take 

-1\% 
~h _ h (_.l!..) e -a sin 1lZ. ax - 0 a a 

as x --i 0 

Then 

dh -1f ho sin 1f:c ax=-a- a 

Lh dO = - K dA 3 x 

dA :: bdy 

Q = 1: K bdy (- 1! ho sin 1LZ) 
a a 

T = Kb 

Q = T f.a 1f ho sin -n;;.y dy 

r- -!8 

= - T t 1'0 Cos ¥ 1 
L -0 

= - T ho ros If ~ - Cos < 11 ! < 0 l] 
= - T h o f(-ll-<+lll = 2Tho 

'-. -L 

Flow in a Sand of Nonuniform Thickness. The steady flow 
of ground water in a sand of nonuniform thickness is described 
by equ. 16 

If confining layers are impermeable 

dh 
-- 0 an -

for upper and lower surfaces 
of the sand. 

Usually difficult to find an exact solution to equation (16) 
satisfying ell boundary conditions. 
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If the depth of sand 1s small oompared to lateral extent 
Eq (16) may be replaced by an equation that is easier to solve. 

Assume b = f (x,y) 

The principal of continui ty is then applied to an elemental 
prism of the aquifer of height b and area. (6X ~y) 

l' 
I 

Net inward flow thru the vertical faces normal to the x direction 
is 

(
I J (bVx ) \ 

-K c,y \ -3"-;'-; AX 

the faces in the y direction is 
I ' 

-K AX ~a i;VY1) AY 

and that normal to 

by the continuIty principle~ 

In steady fl~' the net inward flow = 0 and 

+ 

We are in effect assuming flow is horizontal but recognizing 
changes in total thickness of flow. If b oan be expressed 
as a function of x, y equation 22 can be integrated. To 
illustrate, assume the sand is maintained at constant head 
ho along the bounding line x = 0 and that it thins out in 
the x direction in accordance with 

b • boe-ax 

(22) 

then there is no flow in the y direction and equ. 22 reduces to 

dividing thru by -Kb and substituting for b 

d2h dh 
dx2 .. aax :: 0 
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It may be verified that the solution of this differential 
equation is 

h = hoe CiA: 

Satisfying the boundary conditions h = ho at x = 0 

dh ax ax • a hoe 

and 

b Vx = bo E-ax (-K) aho eax • K a bo ho 

which is independent of x or in other words 

d{bVx ) 
dx == 0 

The solution for h is independent of z. It defines a 
single piezometric surface for all stream lines~ Say that a 
well at a given point Is virtually independent of the depth 
to which the well penetrates the sand providing tlow is 
gradually varied. 

Head Loss at an Interface 

Experiments have been performed at Colorado A & IT College 
to determine the head loss a.s water passes through an interface 
between an aquifer consisting of fine particles and one 
consisting of large particles. 

This study is particularly applicable to the interface 
between a natural aquifer and the ~ravel packing around a well 
casin~, but applies equally well to any similar condition. 

Apparatus consisted of a horizontal conduit filled vlith 
sand and gravel size material as shown. 

--------------
'.~ 

~.~ 
-------- L .scr.e e 1"1 

The head loss was taken as the vertical difference between 
tan~ents to the niezometric surface before and after passing 
through interface. 

By Dimensional Analysis 

¢c (h, d~, ds , lfJ?.' trs,A, p, Vb' oC, etc.) 
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By assuming some of these values oonstant and using uniform 
sizes of material in the fine and coarse portions respectively, 
this reduced to 

'fuere He = Reynold's Number 
h a head loss 

ds • diameter of fine material 
d,£. = diameter of coarse material 

R VdsP 
e = ---

.,....<.( 

Plotting the results of tests In the form h against 

p.ave a series of uniform. ourves for various val~~s of ~ • 
s 

Re 

These had a uniform slope of 450, but the sequence of curves 
did not tollow the sequenoe ot values of ~ ~ 

'd-s 

Replotting these with ~ x ? as the third parameter 
s .t 

(i.e. the product of the uniformitv coefficients of the two 
materials) . gave the correct sequenoe of curves it ~ and o-'s 
are standard d.eviations from mean particle size ot: large- and 
small-sized material, respectively. The curves obtained have 
the equation: 

or h = C He de I: head loss at interfa.oe where C is a function 
of 
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After making tests on various uniform materials, and one test 
on non-uniform material, the values of C were plotted against 

<Js CT.,L 
log (-a;~) to obtain a Rranh of this form: 

c 

I 
---------------~ 

.f!JS ~ 
a5 d.,i 

The equation of the resulting straight line was 

C • C (O'S El)n 
Os d~ 

and n = 4.6 

co( = 1.06 x 10+8 

Therefore, the head loss at an interface is 

h - R d C (trS ~)n 
- e s 0( d; Oi 
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HYDRAULICS OF 'WELLS 

Eguil!brium Flow to Wells l 

Basio Eguatj ons far Uniform. .Ste,ady Flow In Isotron1.c Med~a. 

Darcy - V • k i (la) 

V = k grad h • K'Vh (lb) 

V - k ah - 8s 
Continuity - Q = AV 

dlv V = 0 

Lapla-oes - ~2h = 0 

(rect. ooordinates) ~2h a2h ~2h 
dX2 + -ay:2 + az2 • 0 

( oylindrioal coordinates) ~2h 1 a.h. 1 q 2h n 0 
Qr2 + r ar + ~ ~ + a z2 • 

,\There r, Q and z are the c:Tlindrical coordinates. 

The cylindrical cOMponents of velocity are piven by: 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(3 ) 

(4) 

(5 ) 

Vr.kdh'VQ=-rk~SandV.kOh (6) 3r v Z aZ 

Confined Flow Systems. For confined flow system with well 
extendinR to bottom of ~ermeable stratum, if all flow is 
assQ,-rned horizontal, radia 1 and s~rmetrical, there is no component 
of velocity in either the direction of g or z, hence 

~~ and ~ S and all hi~her derivitives of h with respect 

to Z and Q are equal to zero, and 
2 

d h 1 dh o + r dF • 0 (7) r 

1 A review of "Hydraulics of ~'!ellsn t D. F. Peterson, Jr., 
O. Tir. Israelsen and V. E. Hansen, Bul. No .. 351, Utah Agric. 
Exp~ Ste., March, 1952. 
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with boundary conditions: 

and 

at r = rw , h = hw 

and at r = re , h = he 

Integrating (7) and substituti~1 boundary values: 

h - hw he _ hw 

Qn rfrw = In re/rw 

h = h he - hw ,7 L 
w"" .Qn re/rw-n rw 

At a distance, r , from the well, combining the equation of 
continuity in the ror~ Q =. AV with that of Darcy yields: 

(8) 

Q = 21fr t·k ¥r- (lOa) 

Difrerentiating equation (9) with respect to 
in equation lOa, the value thus obtained for 

Q=2'TItk ?e-hw 
£n re/rw 

r , and substituting 
dh gives 
Or' 

(lOb) 

The sarne equation can be obtained by integrat.ing equation 
(lOa) between the limits re and r w ' and he and hw. 

EliminatinR (he - hw) from equations 9 and lOb and solving 
for (h - hw) gives 

q ~ r ( ) 
h-hw=2nt:ttLnr; 11 
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Likewise. this same equation oan be obtained by integrating 
equation (lOa) between the limits rand rw, and hand 
hw • 

The total drawdo~l'n, Dw. 'Which equals (he - hw) as obtained 
from equation (lOb) is: 

Dw II ~~t1 ~ (1,2) 

E(luation 12 nresents some teohnioal diffioulties ••• assumes 
piezometrio surface level at elevation he , uaplying no flow 
toward the well beyond re, a condition which can not exist. 
Aotually the concept of a radius of influence is fallacious. 

Unconfined Flow Systems and the SeeR~e Surfac~. If 
there is no impermeable stratum overlying the permeable water
bearing aquifer. or if the drawdown is g~eater than the depth 
from the static water level to the bottom of the confining 
stratum, the flow system may be classified as unconfined or 
partially oonfined. 

The nroblem of develonin~ a rational equation to find the 
drawdo"TIl "1s more complicated. "( than the confined system) because 
the position of the boundary of the region of flow is unknown. 
In addition, the top of the surface of the flow region intersects 
the well a t an elevation somewhat Rreater than the elevation of 
the water in the well. A real seena~e surfaoe always exists 
around a ,,~,1ell in an unconfined system w·hile pumping. (The 
existance and leng." th of this seepage surface is very important 
to the funotioning of a well for draina~e purposes.) 

G S "'J., 

f"ree k/(l/~t 
54 YfjJ. (!IZ C(n d ~ Y 

IV t!ln 1" n .J 

DU'Puit Solution: 

Based on assu~ptlon of horizontal flow through any oonoentrio 
cylinder: 

Q • 2Tfr hk ¥r 
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integrating to. ~ l.n r = h2 + c 

introducinp' boun0ary conditions at rw 

or substituting he = h wher- r = re 

~fn~ • h 2 • h 2 
1fK rw e W 

Eauation 14 while not rigorously correct bas been shown by 
experiMent (Nyckoff, 1932) to p.lve correct values of discharge. 

The equation for the free surface 

h2 = he2 
- hw

2 £n L 
..in re/rw rw 

... h. 2 w 

is obtained by eliminating Q from equations 13 and 14. 

(15 ) 

Dupuits solution for the ~osition of the free surface gives 
quite accurate results at fairly large distances from the well 
but is incorrect in the neighborhood of the well where the 
assumptions made in developin~ equation 13 are less applicable. 

Recent Solutions and the Discharge Number: 

'Babbi tt and Caldwell (.1943) plotted the percent of drawdown 
of the free surface at any distance, r, to the drawdown of the 
free surface at the well, 100 (he - h)/(he - hs) against the 
ratio r/re ana found the shape of the free-surface curve to be 
independent of the physical di~enslons of the system. The 
following equation was proposed for the position of the free 
surface: 

he - h • 2.30 eX log 
11k he 0.1 he 

(16) 

where ex is the ratio of the orawdown of the free surface at 
any distance r, to the maximum possible orawdov.1fl when the well 
is discharging at maximUM. 

Hansen (1949) proposed the em:oerica1 equation, 

ex = - 0.3 log ~ (17) 
re 

for values of r/re Rreater than 0.05. Substituting equation 17 
in equation 16 gives 
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whioh indioates that the elevation o~ the ~ree surface is a 
linear function of log r ~or any value ot Q. (Only in 
the vioinity of the well.) 

.Hansen points out the desi,~abll1ty of expressing the constant 
of intep:ration in terms ot t'he radius ot the well, instead of' 
the radius of influenoe, and developed the relation 

rc ;w2 • F (~ • ~) (19) 

tor which the fractional parameters are dimensionless. 

The term ~ is designated "Discharge :Number" and from 
krw 

experimental data. a tam.fly of curves were plotted tor this 
h 

D1schar~e Number, against the ratio ...! for various values of . rw 
~ (Figure 4. F the Re'ePenae). 
rw 

The Seepe,e Surfece for~nconfined s*stems. The Dupu1t 
equatIon Is va.:ra tor oalaulatIon of {lfsa arge and oan be 
wri tten in terms of the Discha.rge Number as 

____ ~ ____ .. 'IT ( he 2 - bw2 ) ( 20 ) 
k;;t = . r,i2 .en re/r

w 
= 

which makes possible calculations of the Discharge Number from 
the theoretioal oomputations of 'Yang (1949) and provides basis 
for extending the experimental a urves of Hansen over a wide 
range of Discharge Numbers. 

UnoontinedFlow Replenished by Vertical Pergolation: 

In the case of drainage 'tHells in a valley fill, a large 
~art of the discharge of the well aomes from water moving 
horizontally rrom within the cone of influence. 

From Du~ult assumptions, the flow Qr through any 
concentric cylinder at radius r, is 

Qr = Q - 11 qv (r2 rw2 ) 

where a is the rate of replenishment vertioally per unit 
horizontal area. 

Since r is lar~e in relation to . rw the equation may 
he written 
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From 22 and Darcy's law 

Q :: 1T qv r2 ::: 2 IT r h k ~ 

which ~ay be inte~rated to ~ive 

:Evaluating C when r = rw and 

Q ,'" r 
11k .y.n rw - qv 

and at the radius of influence 

By the approximation 

re2 .... rw2 = re2 

and noting by definition 

n = 1Tre2 qv 
Q 

h = hw , 
r2 _ rw2 

2k 

(23) 

gives 

:: h2 - hw2 

(25 ) 

(26) 

n is the ratio of discharge of water from verticAl percolation 
to the total discharge of th3 well. 

Equation 25 may be v~itten in forms. 

and 

Q = 11k ( he 
2 

- hw 2 
) . . 

2.303 log ref -(n!2) rw 

qv = nk (he2 - hw2 ) 

re2 

2.303 log re/rw -(n/2) 

(27) 

(28) 

From equations 24 and 26, and ignoring the term rw/re because 
of its negligible effect, the equation of the draw down curve 
will be give'll by the relation 

Q = Irk (h
2 

- hw2 ) (29) 
2.303 log r/rw - n/2 (r/re)2 

and substituting for q from equation 27 
h2 = (h

e
2 _ h 2)2.303 log r/rw - n/2 (r/re)2 • h2 (0) 

w 2.303 log re/rw _ n/2 w 
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Validity of Equations: No data are available for checking 
equatIons for unconrined flow replenished by vertical percolation. 
The seepage surface whioh exists at the well has been neglected 
in the theoretical development. Also Dupuit's assumption of 
horizontal flow through ooncentric cylinders is not entirely 
valid. Equation 30 can not be expeoted to give reliable results 
for positions of the free water surface near the well; however, 
equation 27 should Rive re·liable resul ts for d isoharge. Equation 
29 may be expected to give reliable results if the measurements 
of piezometric head are made at points where the asstunption of 
horizontal radial flow (through vertical potential surfaces) 
ap~lles. This is true along the impermeable boundary and at 
greater elevations as the radius ino~eeses. 

Determination of See~ape Surface: 

Equation 27 may be rev~Ti tten 

(Q • 11 k (he2 _ hw2 ) fa-
2.303 log en!2 (rw) 

and substituting an effective rwl = rw e n/2 

(31) 

Equation 31 reduces to the form of equation 14 vlith the 
resulting geometry of the tra.nsformed well the same as for the 
Dupuit oase having the same discharge, but for a well of radius 
equal to e n/2 rw. For n = 1 (the well system Is replenished 
entirely by vertical percolation) rw1 = 1.643 rw. The 
experimental curves may then be used for ~inding the height 
(hs - hw) of the seepa~e surface above the water surface in 
the well. 

Effect of Replenishment. A condition of steady flow 
implies that the total replenishment of the influence co~e 
equals the discharge of the well. 

F (Dw. r w, k, t, qJ Q) • 0 

involves only dimensions of L <and T choosing rw and k 
as repeating variables. 

(32 ) 

Fl (DW , ~ , S. Q ) c 0 (33) 
rw rw k: k r.,,2 

or 

~ Dw t n . = F2 (-- , -- , -) rw rw rw r 
(34) 

Q/k rw2 is dimensionless and depends only on the geometry 
of the well (rw, nn), and hydrology of the ground water system 
(k, t, q). Q/k rw2 is dependent only on the well and its 
environment and may beooDs1dered a measure of discharge in 
dimensionless tems. Hansen demonstrat·ed it to be the "ratio 
of the Froude number tot he Reynolds number, indioatin~ the 
ratIo of visoous to gravity forces. It has been designated 
as the disoharge number, denoted as 11. 
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Consideration of replenishment gives some reality to 
the measurinR of the radius of influence. It is a characteristic 
lenp,th describing the area within 'which the total replenistllnent 
equals the discharge, 

Unconfined System Renlenished by Horizontal Flow: Designa
ting the discharp:e number for the unconrined case as Nuh , and 
substituting DV1:ll he - hw t eouation 34 may be written: 

(he hw i ( ) Nuh = F) -- t --, ) 35 rw rw 
Equation 20 may be written 

[
he 2 I1w 2J Nuh :: ". (-) - (--) . 

J Tw rw (36) 
,J!. n re/rw 

The right side of equatjon 36 contains only linear 
dimensions; thus the numerical value of Nuh defines the shape 
of the influence region. q/k roay be taken as the natural slope, 
in ' of the water table in the region, if no water comes .into 
tne region of influence by vertical percolation. 

Under oonditions of steady flow 

Q :: 2 re k he in (37) 

Solving equation 37 for 
3h yields 

and substituting in equation 

(38) 

~!uh depends on the radius o.f the well, initial and final 
depths of water in the well and natural slope of the water 
table. 

La.rge values of Nuh indicate deep, narrow drawdown oones 
of influenoe; while small values indioate broad shallow oones. 
Both flows into the zones of influence and low permeability 
oause oones to beoome narro'V! and steep; whereas, slow replenish ... 
ment and hi~h permeability cause them to be broad and shallow. 

A design chart of 'Nuh VS. the replenishment factor 
is given by Fig. 5 of the-~eferenoe. 
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Bmfj.ned SysteMS: The discharge number for the confined 
system will be desip:nated by Nn • From equation 10, 

:No. 9 • 2 rr(DwLrw) (tLrw) (:39) 
k rw2 .in re/rw 

and 

o :. 2 re k t in 

Solving 40 for re and substituting in 39 ~ives 

Nc == 21T(Dwt Lr w2 ) 
--~·------~R~c-· -r-w-
2~303 log (2-~t) 

(40) 

(hl) 

Equation 41 satisfies the functional relationship equation 34 
and makes possible co~nutation of values of in/Dw/rw for 
various values of Nc/Dwt/rw2 to form the curve of Figure 6 
of the Reference. 

Unconfined System Totally Replenished by Vertical 
Percolation:. . .... 

Let Nuy a Q/k rw2 • 
n = 1 Y elds, 

Combining equatlons.26 and 27 for 
2··' 

r(~)2 - (~) J' 11 l rw rw = ----~-------------------
2.303 log (~ -~Jl) 

rWQ,T 

Substituting Q = Nuv k r.w
2 gives 

1 -~ 

UJhich satisfies the relationship raquired by equation 34. 

Equ. 43 may be reWritten: 

1 (rT qV)/k] 1 
- og h 2~ - ~ 

(~) 
rw 

The ratio he/rw depends on cl imensions of the well, while 
qv/k is the ratio of the unit replenishment to permeability. 
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From eouation 44, Nuv/(he/hw)2 can be oompnted for values of 
(qv~)/(he/rw)2 for various drawdown ratios, Hw/he • Graphs 
of the resul ts are nr esented in Figures 7 and 7a of the 
Referenoe. 

Signirioanoe of the D~charge.N~ber •• If the value of 
O/k 1"1;2 is known. the effectIve rad1us of 1nfluenoe may be 
established by oonsideration of the hydrologio ractors and 
the well radius. 

No = F (~f i. , in) (45 ) rw rw 

Nuh = F (re he in) - , - f rw rw 
Nuv • F 

(re q/k ) - , rw 

For the oonfined oase, equation 11 can be written 

211 :q-hw. 
t-w 

: ----------~------2.303 log L 
"Pw 

This relationship is shown by ri~. g of the Reference. 

Effectiveness of ,~rells. Defined by t'lenzel (1942) as 

E - 100 (he - he) 
w - (hs - hw) (49) 

Because of head loss throu~h casinR, Ew is less than 100%. 

Confined Systefl1: For a oonfined sys·tem Ew has 
quality of well efficienoy because (he - h ) is the power 
per unit weight of discharpe delivered by %he well to the fluid 
outside; whereas (he - hw) is the power per unit wei~ht of 
disohar~e iMported by the pumps to water inside the well. The 
differenoe represents the power loss per unit weight of discharge 
throuph the boundary of the well. (he - h ) can not be obtained 
direotly by JTI.easureMent'; hov/ever the head ross for the confined 
case of radial flow is a linear function of the logarithm of 
the radius (Equ. 11), and ho may be obtained by projection 
of a plot of h VB. log r, to the well caSing (See Fig. 9 
of the Referenoe). 

Unconfin&d System: For the unconfined oase oonsiderable 
care M.ust be exercised in applying 'fft!enzel t s procedure, to 
clearly distinguish between hs and ho ~ hs differs from 
hQ beoause of hydrodynaMio oonsiderations resulting from the 
M1ninum energy ooncept, and hc is the effeotive energy head 
outside the well, equal to hw plus losses thru the screen and 
envelope. No suitable method far determining he for the 
unconfined system has yet been developed. 
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It is proposed that the squares ot dirfer-ances between 
the piez,ometrie levels near the permeable stratum and the 
elevation of the top of the impermeable stratum bear a 
~~c relationship to the radial distance from the well 
and may be extended on a semi-lo~arithmlc plot of the system 
to intersect the well casing at ho • Likewise a semi
lo~ari thmicplot of the free water s urfaoe at various radii 
frOM. the well when extended to the well will int!erseot the 
casing at hc 

ComEarison of Unoonfined and Confined Systems: 
Unoonfined system Is inherently more efficient !n utilIzing 
available speoific energy than Is the confined system. 

The specific ener~y in the confined system is 

he - hw • Ql~i~e,rwl 
and for the unconfineo system is 

he - hw • ~.t2 n (re(1"wl 
1T (he + hw' 

for the equivalent situation 

..Q.!! _ ho + hw 
"QO - 2t 

and since hw must be greater than t to assure oonfinedQ 
flow, and as he is always greater than t. the ratio Q U 
must be greater than unity. '0 

Zones of Flow in Well Hydraulics. Ground water flow to 
wells should be consIdered by zones or regions aooording to 
the oharacteristios of flow. ~ 

. G.S! ~ ~#( i 

•. ~~t-~-r-, "-'-, ll~' ~~ I~ I 

n , \~ II WELL CASING & 
ZONE V .... ~ f \</~ (_, . .. j' ADJACENT SOIL 

... IDNE IV \ ~'f~«<" J 
RAD1US OF I (-1 .(.0' 

INFDJENCE : DURJIT IDNE \ ... /,,"i-t}; J // 

1 

:I h
2

,,(.ln r \;; "'''''·~1'1·· ! ~I \ '-. I IH~' ....... ___ IDNE I 
:1 '- I I INSIDE THE WELL 

t Top ot Im~:nneable stratum "-
/. ';:. \\ :. I-'-'--;'.-·\\~~ 71 ·~·:;:---rr--:::"~~"""'''''_~f -, -, -:;.-~\o:-\ ~-_-7, 

Zone 1. Inside the well. 

Flow parameters hw and hr are readily measurable and 
are of value in defining flow in other zones. 
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Zone II. The Casin~ and Adjacent Soil. 

Zone where so-called well losses oocur, diffioult to 
obtain measureMents and must be exaotly looated beoause of 
high and acceleratinp; velooities. HeasureMents made in this 
zone should not be used in predictinR conditions in any other 
region. 

Zone IIIo Linear Logarithmio Zone. 

In confined flow this zone extends from near the well to 
the so-called radius of influence in region Ve In unconfined 
flow this zone applies to the free surface near the well where 
the flow is curi1inear. In this zone the piezometric surface 
in confined flow and the free surface in unconfined flow is 
proportional to the logarithm of the radius from the well 
( h - .f. n r). In unconfined flow, measurements of piezometric 
head near the free surface can be used to extrapolate to the 
well casing to determine the height of the seepage zone, hs • 

Zone IV. Dupuit Zone for Unconfined Flow~ 

Applies only to those negions of unconfined flow where 
the velocity vector is essentially horizontal. Dupuits 
equation (h2 __ l-n r) developed on the assumption of horizontal 
flow applies with increasinR accuracy as the flow approaohes 
the horizontal, partioularly along the base of the aquifer. 
PieZOMetric heads measured in this region will define flow 
conditions if the Dupuit equation is used. 

Zone V. Radius of Influenoe Zone. 

This zone is the least aocuratelv defined. For wells 
recharped horizontally an actual radius of influenoe does not 
exist, but has tangible meanin~ for those receiving their 
recharge by vertical peroolation. The effects of departure 
from steady flow are most pronounoed in the radius of influence 
zone. Piezometrio heads ~easured in this region are of value 
in approximating the ori~ina1 position of the undisturbed 
water table, but should not be used for predicting either the 
discharge or permeability of the aquifer~ 

tron-Equilibrium Flow to V/ells l 

General FormUlas. An analo~y exists, to the extent the 
flov.r of ground water is governed by Darcy's Law, between the 
hydrologic conditions in an aquifer and the thermal oonditions 
in a similar thermal system. Darcy's law is analogous to the 
flow of heat by oonduction. The fluthematical theory of heat
conduction developed by Fourier and subsequent writers is 
largely applioable to hydraulio theory. 

1 A review of "Relation Between the LOV'Jering Of the Ground Water 
Table and Discharp:e of a 1'''e1l Using Ground ""Tater Storage", 
Chas. V. Theis; Trans. AGU, Part II, 1935 (as presented 
in "Hydro1ogyn, ~ftTis 1 er & Bra tor , John 1"T11ey &. Sons, 1949) 
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T = Coeffioient of Transmissibility 
rate of flow of water in gallons 
per day through a vertical strip 
~f the aquifer 1 ft. wide and 
the full saturated hei~ht, under 
a hydraulio gradient of 100% at 
60° F. 

Differenoe in the rate of flow throuRh the under and outer faces 
is the rate of reduotion of storage within the cylinder. 

Then 

Ql Q - dv 
- 2 - at v = volume of storage 

I2 = II ~ ;~~ dr 

I2 • d s.,.. :J ~ S dr 
'J r ~r2 

Q2 = - T I2 2 1T (r .. dr) 

= _ T ( Q S + i 2 S d r ) 2 TT (r i' dr) 
(J r 'Jr 

and the rate of chan~e of storage! '* :: (21T rdr ) ( ~ ~I S) 

where S = Coefficient of storage, for water table 
condition: specific yield; and for 
artesian conditions equal to the water 
obtained from a oo'umn of water-bearing 
material with 1 ft~ base and hei~ht equal 
to thiokness of the aquifer~ 

(54) 

Substitutin~ these values for Q2 and ~ into the oontinuity 
dt 

equation divldinp" through by 2'rrr t k dr and negleoting 
differentials hiRher than the first order, 

a2r 1 as _ s s 
a-;;:I + r ar - T t 
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For a constant pumpin?, rate Q, 

S - Q lco - 4nT 
r2 S/4Tt 

du 

When Q = gallons/min, T - gals/day, II gallons and t • -
elapsed time in days, 

p Or:.J 

S • 
114.69 I e-u 

du ( 58) 
T u 

J 1.~7r2S 
Tt 

= 114.6Q 
T w(u) 

'!Then u • 1.87r2S (59 ) Tt 
Note: Formulas 58 and 59 permit determination of T and S 
with one or more values of r and several values of t • 

du = w (u) = - u2 u3 
0.5777216-1oge u + u - ~ + J:jI 

w (u) is called "well function of u " and tables of its 
value are published! Table 32, Smithsonien Physical Tables, 
~th revised edition, 1933. -

(The values to be used are those given for Ei (-x) with 
the sign chanRed) Values of w (u) for values of u from 
10-15 to 9.9 as cOMplied by lUenzel are given by Table 11, 
pp 236-237, of the reference. 

Theis has developed a graphical method of superposition 
which makes it possible to solve the equation for s. 

f~ 
101) 0.0,1 t?L I.p .-.-- /D 

I 
j 

,--.-- ·1-1 -------"i O. I 
101 ID 
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Rearranging equations 29 and )0, 

s • [114.60 Ql w (u) T .J 

r2_ 
T- [1'&15 ] u 

If Q is oonstant, the bracket portions of' 61 and 62 are 
constant ror a given numplnp. test and 

r2 u 
T/s--wrur 

(61) 

(62) 

Consequently if values of drawdo~n, s ) are plotted against r2ft 
are plotted to the same scale as the tj~e curve w (u) vs. u, 
the curves will be stmilar. 

ith the coordinate axes parallel, the data curve is 
translatod to a position of "best ri t" on the type curve and 
an arbitrary match point marked on both. Noting the coordinates 
of the match point on both curves, and substituted into 
equations 61 and 62 to solve for T and S • 

Exa.,:ple: 

Q • )00 gprn. 
Total dopth of well. 200 ft. 
Screen setting 170-200 ft. 
'f;~tell diameter l2~f 

Static depth to water 5' below grade 

To predict perfor~ance of this well f.or )0 days of continuous 
pumpi~ with total wi thc1ra"JAl from storage: 

'l • )00 gpm 
t • )0 oays 

From equ. 59 

r • 6" • 0.5 f 
T = 4500 gpd/rt 
s = 6.4. x 10-4 

U • 1.~7 (0.5)2 6.4 • 2.2 x 10-9 
4.5 x 103 x 30 x 104 

The oorresponding value or w (u) (from table 11) is 19.4 

From equ. 61 
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Pumping level at end of 30 day period • 148 + 5 (normal 
depth of wt) • 153 ft below grade. Further similar deter
minations producing a plot of pumping level vs. time, reveals 
time when it would reach the top of the well soreen and/or 
aquifer. 

SeR£f"" 

11'ote: PU!1'lpinR below the top of the aquifer, reduoing its 
saturated de~th and consequently, T, would accelerate 
the rate of fall to cO!Ylplete fallure. In thG example 
given a 250 gpm rate would be pumping at 28' above 
the top of the screen when 300 gpm would be dewatering 
the aquifer. 

Such an example contemplates minimum performance. Normally, 
as the well cone increases, replenishment is induced by 
increased gradient causinR inflow froJTl surface streams, 
encomposes sufficient area to be sustained by percolation, 
or reduces flow to other outlets to balance the well discharge. 

Hodified Non-Equilibrium Formulas1 : The sum of the terms 
in equ. 60 beyond loge U is not appreciable when u becomes 
small. 

From 59 it is seen that u decreases as time inoreases. 
Accordingly, for large values of t, the terms beyond loge U 
in the exponential series may be negleoted and equ. 61 may be 
written: 

but 

S I: 11~.6Q 

:: 114.6'1 
T 

1. 87;r28 
U == Tt 

S I: 
ll4.6Q 

T 

w (u) = 11~.6g [- 0.5772 - loge 

[lOge (*) - 0.5772 ] 

and 1. • Tt~ 
u 1.87r S 

[lOge (l.S~>S) - 0.5772 ] 

(63 ) 

(64) 

In applying the above equation to drawdown or reoovery in 
a particular observation well, r will be constant and, 

.- Tt 
at time tl 81 = ll4.6Q Ilog ( 1) - 0 5772l 

, T L e le 87r 2S • J 
1 A review of ttDrawdown Test to Determine Effective Radius of 

Artesian ~ATell". C. E. Jaeob, hoc. ASCE, U. 72, no. 5 (as 
presented in ttPydrolop:ytt, ~'Tisler & Brater, John "~.Tiley &. Sons ,1949) 
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at time t2 , 82 = 114.69 [:oge ( Tt2 ) 
T . 1.~7r2S 

- 0.5772 ] 

then 82 - 81 = 11~.6Q loge (~) (65) 

or 82 - 81 = 264Q t-,! ........r- loglO {til (66) 

GRAPHICAl, SOLUTION: 

t = time in minutes 

ObservationAl data. s ~st is plotted on semi-log paper, 
and an arbi trary choice !'lade of' t l , 81, and t2 ,82 after 
relationship has reached 8trai~ht line proportions. If, ror 
convenience, tl and t2 are chosen one log cycle apart, 

(~) = loglO tl 1 

and 

Note: change in drawdown, per log eycle, varies directly as 
Q and inversely as T 

or T :: 264Q 
TS 

Extrapolation or the semi-log ~lot to s = 0 permits 
computation of S ,the storage ooeffioient. 

From Equation 63 
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loge [( Ttc ) .,.. 0.5772 1 -= 0 
1.B7r 2s J 

and loge ( Ttc 
l.37r!2S) 

= 0.5772 

or Tto . • e 0.5772 
1. 87r 2S 

and 
Tto 

S = 1 g7 2 0.5772 • 
1& r e 

(69) 

when to = time intercept of zero drawdown axis, in days. 

Adjustment of Test Data for Thin Aguifers. One of the 
basic assumptions of the Thiem and Theis formulas is a constant 
value of transmissibility. Eowever, under water table conoitions, 
the draw down reduces the saturated thickness of the aauifer and 
if appreciable, transmissibility is not constant but decreases 
wi th time (of pUITlping). 

Jacob*s method of adjustment: 

h = m - s ,where m is the orip;inal height of the 
water table, h is the depth of a given 
distance from the well when pumped and 
s is the (lrawo own. 

and h 2 • m2 +2ms ... s2 

and h22 • m2 .... 2 m 82 + s 2 2 

h12 - m2 + 2 m sl + S.,2 - .J.. 

and h22_h12 = - 2 TIl s2 1- 2 m sl + s22 - s12 

- (2 m s1 - S12) (2 m s2 _ 812 ) -
r(81 

812 
(82 82

2 J (70) • 2m - 2m) - - an) 
.... 

Substituting in the Dupuit equation in form, 

loge 
r2 lbP (h2

2 - h12) -: 
r1 

• ~p 2 m L(Sl - 812 
- (s2 -

S22) l 2ii1) 2m 
J 

but T = Pm 
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Transposing and convert.1nL~ to loglO' 

T • 527.7~ loglO r2!rl 

L (sl - S1
2

/ 2m) - (s2 - s22/2ml] 

where 81 and 82 are small oompared wi th m1 

s 2/ 
1 2m 

and s 2/ 
2 2m 

may be omitt,ed, 

reverting to T in terms of the Thiem formula. 

Affect of Slope of ~Tormal ~f]"ater Table on Flow to 1fl~., 1 

:,Methods for :modifying well flow :-ormulas tooorrect for 
the effects of the normal slope ot the ~~ter table (or 
piezometric) surface, resulting in deformation of the well 
"oone", were developed on the basis of the extensive measurements 
pertaining to a well near Grand Island, Nebraska, in 1931. 
Formulas developed have since been verified by additional 
test data seoured in nebraska, Kansas, and elsewhere. 

W'enzel, "~rater Supply Paper 1'1 o~ ~g7, USGS (As covered by T\~ienzer 
&. lrrenzel in "Physics of the Earth - IX, Hydrology", lJcGraw 
Hill, 1942, pp 459-476.) 

The Limiting Formula: 

1 A Reviev! of U.S. Geologic Survey 'Vater Supply Paper 887, L. K. 
'frrenzel, 1942 (As presented by O. E. J""einzer and L~ K. ~'!enzel 
in "Physics of The Earth - IX," MoGraw-Hill Book 00$, 1942. 
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Equilibrium Conditions: Thiem formula found to apply 
provided 81 and s2 are avera~es of paired measurements, 
taken at equal distances, rl and r2, respectively, up and 
cown the nOrInal hydraulio slope from the well. It was accordin~ly 
develop'ed that: 

q • discharge pumped in g~p.m. 

Pf • Permeability in gal.!day through each ft. depth of 
the aquifer in a 'tNidth of' 1 mile for each ft o/mile 
of hydraulic gradient 

when 

and 

IJ - < - <m 

Pf = 527.7qC 
A 

C = if 
r2 

A = lO~lO r 
1 

at the noints of the 4 drawdowns. 
(saturated thioknesses of water 
bearing material) 

(76) 

C is obtained by plottinR all possible values of A vs. B, 
should be of at least 3 pairs as deviation from straight 
line indicates variance from the basic assumptions. . 

For the ideal hydrolopic system postulated by Dupuit 

P - Q -n: 
Taking into aocount a normal slops of the water table 

p - 29 (77) 
- - Trx (Yu + Yd)(Iu T ld) 

V!here yu and Yd, and iu and id are respectively the 
saturated thiokness and the hydraulio slopes of k distances 
direotly up ana down the normal water table slope" 

The hydraulic ~radient of the point r distance from the 
well can be s'3tisfaotorily approxlITlated from a profile of the 

cone of depression by ir = hr + b + h r - b. Study of data 
2b 

indioates b = 10 is satisfactory, from which, for water table 
conditions: 
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and !Qt artesian oonditions: 

"D -.l.f -
9,168q 

When Yu and vd are respected satura~ed thickness9s of the 
aquifer of r dIstanoes, respeotively, up and down the slope 
from the well; and f{r+l0}u and f(r.10>d are respective 

altitudes of the water table (or piezometric surfaoe) of 
d1etanoe (r+10) up and do,~stream! and f(r-lO) and 

u 
f{ ) are the correspondip~ altitudes at distances (r-IO) 

r-lO d 
from the well in ft. 

(79) 

Non-Eguihbrium Conditions: On the basis of tests, it was 
tentatively oonoluded that determinations of penaeability using 
the non-equilibrium formula require a similar balanoing of the 
draw-down data obtained from one or more pairs of up and dovm 
streaM observation wells situated, on a line of the-normal ground 
water (or piezometric surface) slope, through the pumped well. 

ARplioation of Equilibrium Formulas for Flow to 'NeIls and the 
Extent of the Cone of Influence. 

!:1einzer and T~renzel (Ref. 9) J)oint out t hat while equilibrium 
flow conditions may not prevail over the entire cone of influenoe 
even after very lonR neriods of sustained pumping, that 
equilibrium is reached close to the vJell soon after pumping 
begins, Rradually radiating to greater distances. Thus, 
applications of the well ~erformance formulas, based on the 
assumption of steady flOW, may be quite satisfactory using data 
of observations m~de fairlv close to the well within a reasonable 
time after pumping started: 

It Is pointed out, however. that flow forM.ulas based on 
assumed boundary conditions of the limits of the influence cone 
must generally be considered to be correct only to the extent 
that contributions to the discharge beyond suoh an arbitrarily 
assumed limit of influence can be considered to be negligible. 
The experience has been that equilibrium formulas have 
generally given satisfactory results. 

~~ile many hydraulicians have assumed the limitinp, radius 
of the oone of influence to be in the order of 500 to 1000 ft., 
observations have been made indicating much more extensive 
area of influence, up to 7 miles or more from a well. 
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Y,elocity Potential and Stream Function for a 'vIall in Uniform Flow. 

See Fig. 5 
Ground 
VIa. ter Chs'Pter 
"Hydraulics 
for Engineers". 

,--~~-t-+-+--+---i-~--t----X Ed i ted by 
Rouse. 

First consider flow in the negative x-direction in an effectively 
infinite sand of uniform thickness. 

when 

~ = kh 

V = -k 2h x ax 
Bh = Vx 
ax =k 

h :: 0 , 

Vx = C 

- Vx (x) + a 
- -k 

d • Vx (-x)~ = V x: Velocity Potential Po -k Ox 

Stream fUnction at R ~ to Velocity Potential = V Y Ox 
Considering radial flow into the well at the origin shown in 
the figure 

and h 

¢ :: kh 

- Q 
- 2TT kb 

1n L rw See Eq. (12) 

% = q = dischar~e per unit thickness of sand. 

In .L 
rw 
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or 

or 

r = -Ix2 + y2 

r -1/2 In (~}2 = In 
rw rw 

x2 ... y2 
r 2 w 

The stream function correspondi~ to the velocity potential 
is at all ti~es at right an~les to velocity potential function 

)Cw = stre~ function 

The combined flow in the figure is the sum of the two velocity 
potentials 

The point of stagnation downstream from the well can be found by 
equating the x component of velocity to Zero and solving for x 

-- -
Solvinp, for 

Vx =- -a;~ 
~ V -1- x2 + y2 
1-' = ox'" 4;( in rw2 

tl V -=S.. X 
() x = - 0 itr x2 ... y2 = 0 

x if; ~ .. 0 

:x =...::.9... V Z-rr 0 

Method of Images 

with Y -= 0 

The assumption that an aquifer is of infinite areal extent 
is necessary in the development of either the equilibriurl or the 
noneq11ili briUM formula. This c ond i tion is s atis fied by only a 
few major aquifers such as Dakota sandstone o In most areas the 
existence of formation boundaries or of folds and faults, or 
the direction by surface streams serves to limit the continuity 
of consolidated strata to a few miles or More. Particularly in 
glaciated areas the prerequisite of infinite areal extent Is 
seldom satisfied. It Is necessary to make appropriate adjustments 
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for the effect of geologic boundaries before the above equations 
can be anplied to problems of flow in areally limited aquifers. 
Impervious formations detract from the contributinp; area of the 
aquifer they bound - (called Negative Boundaries). Positive 
boundary is where an aqu;ifer is intersected by a perennial 
stream or other body ot surface water with suffioient flow to 
prevent development of the cone of depression beyond the surfaoe 
source. See Fip,. Bh, Paf!e 24~, "Hydrology", ~Afisler and Brater, 
which shows several possible p,eolo~ical boundaries. 

Most faulted structures don't occur as abrupt straight lines 
but rather as tapered and irre~ular terminals. However, in 
general the area covered by a well, field or pumpin~ test site 
is small compared to area of such limited aquifers. Hence, it 
is often possible "to treat a. geolop,ical boundary as a.n abrupt 
discontinuity. The p-reater the distanoe the boundary is from 
the well site the less the error invo.l ved. '\'~!here c ondi tions 
permit assuming a straiRht line demarkation for a geolo~ic 
boundary it is possible to solve the problem by SUbstitution of 
a hypothetical system that satisfies the real system. 

Method of Ima~es devlsed by Lord Kelvin in his work on 
electrostatic theory is a convenient method for solving boundary 
problems. Consider the following figure: 

. ____ .. ________ .. _.--.fl __ 
i 
li·STREAM _________ -----

I--~~r---------~----~~~.·~~-·~c:~------
tiATER \.1/ LEVEL 

--

REAL REGION 
REAL OOMP OF 

IMAGE WELL I ....... ----+--_. 
I s. . 1. 

Sp' 
...!- --

i 

l I IMAGE REGION 
/' "', i' COllE OF 

-- I I '- :QlPRES~N 

....- -
I! -.... __ 

H""- ~------ _ .. 
I I tIMAGI NARY CaMP 
't OF REAL WELL CONE 01'''-/\ 

DEPRESSION , I 
f----'-':a..--.~~ I ~ -..e''---?t IMAGE l~LL_ 

~ I-------I-!.....r--_~I t--.-~--------=-.==--------.-J 
~ I 

I . __ ~-.J.....I--__ ..-.I--. ________ .~ ___ ... _o 
See Fig. 87 "'Hydrology" by VJisler and Brater 
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To be effective as a boundary the stream flow must equal 
or exceed the withdrawal of the well since any flow below well 
yield, will result in dryin~ up the stream and elimination of 
the boundary. Assume the streaM to be of line width • line 
source. Assume vertical flow at stream. O. There will then 
be zero drawdown at line source. Any system satisfying zero 
dra1,'m dawn at the line source is a solution of the real problem. 

(See Above Figure) 

1. Real bounded aQuifer is renlaced by an imaginary aquifer of 
infinite areal extent. "-

2. An ima~inary well is -placed on opposite side of and 
equidistant from the bounnary. 

:3. !Tote that the imape well returns H20 to aquifer as fast 
as real well takes it out. 

4. Image well produces a buildup of water level at boundary = 
crawdo'vm of real v~ell~ 

5. System results in zero drawdown at boundary and satisfies 
limit of real problem. 

6. To secure resultant cone of denression or to evaluate 
drawdown at any point in real region add real components 
of several depression cones~ 

7. Drawdown is: 
a. Steepened on river side. 
b. Flattened on land side. 

An aquifer bounded by an impervious strata on one side is next 
considered. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

7. 

Boundary is approximated b3T a sharp line of demarkation. 

Limit imposed by the barrier is that there shall be no flow 
across the boundary line. 

An ima~inarv well is nlaced across the boundary at a right 
angle to and equidistant from the boundary. ~ 

The symetrical drawdo,~ cones produce a ground water divide 
everyvmere alonR the boundary. 

This image system satisfies the limit of the real problem 
and is therefore a solution. 

The drawdown at any point is determined by adding the real 
component of each ~epress1on cone. 

The resultant cone of denression is flattened on the side 
adjacent to the boundary~and steepened on the opposite side 
of the well. 
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See following fip:ure illustrating the above steps. 

CONE OF 
DEPltESSION 

REAL WELL IMAGE ~JELL f--------.. -------.. --..:.·--·---~---· .. ·...t.--·-----·-'--:-·~·~--·---.-.- --~,~.---.-. --_ ... 

I-----------·-· .. n-.. --'--------
J-.. -----------i-+-----

o 
RESULTANT ,..-':::''j 

! CONE OF DEPRESSION 
f n ,. u ..... 

+-.,. 0 
'_'" _ •• _,_~_...;;;;.,...........lh_ 

See Fig. 88 "Hydrology" by V:isler & Brater 
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Next consider an aquifer bounded by impervious strata on two sides. 

--------------------------------~----------------.------------------

Static Water Level 

t 

lHAGE llEGION I HEAL OOl-IroNEN'IS OP j IMAGE REGION 

__ -11-
1

,- -=--_ -_- - 'f __ IMA_GE--t"tCO._~ ____ I __ - - -+1- - - -
I J_---il 

- --L I ___ I ::::I.k-:::::----. ' I 
~ -~ I t -.- .::::- -----.- J I 

II .,..,.,.""'" ......... t i 
I .......... f I 

, t-'; 1 Cone of....,...?l t ~ "J 
I ;Ct-se Well I Depression-IlEAL WELL IMAGE ~lELL I I 

PEHABIE 

Fig. 89, ftHydrolon", Wisler and Brater 

The primary images balanoe the effect of the real well at 
each boundary as in the previous examples • 

. ~though the primary images balance the effect of the real 
well at their respective boundaries, each image produces an 
unbalanced drawdown at the farther boundary. The unbalanced 
drawdo¥ms at the boundaries theoretically produce a gradient 
and consequent :flow across the boundary. It is necessary then 
to add a secondary set of tmage wells at the appropriate 
distances to balance the residual effect of the primary images. 

Each image 'well in the secondary set will again distribute 
the balance at the farther boundary and all successive sets of 
images to infinity will leave residuals at the boundary. In 
practice add Ima~e pairs until residual effeots are negligible 
in comparison with total effeot. 
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The modified non-equilibrium fOrMula is particularly 
advantageous for the analysis of image or boundary problems 
because it is easier to reoognize ohanges of slope in a straight 
line than to deteot chanpes in curvature of a log-log plot. 

Consider Eq .. 67 

68 AS • draw down difference 
per log cycle in ft. 

This equation indicates that ~s/l , the slope of the semi log 
graph, is dependent only on Q and T and for a given aquifer 
T = C and Q may be held constant. 

Under above conditions the granh of drawdown versus the log 
of time, since the pump started, -'will sho,v successive changes 
in .lope as pumping continues. The water level will draw dDwn 
at an initial rate under the influence of the real well that is 
nearest to the observation well. Nhen the cone of depth of 
the nearer image well affects the observation 'Nell rate of 
drawdown will be doubled after r2/t becomes small because 
total rate of withd.rawal is then equal to the rate of the real 
well plus one image well or twice the rate of the real well. 
The effect of the further image wt2l1 triples the slope of the 
original semi-log graph, after r2/t becones small since 
rate real well + rate 2 image wells equals 3 times the rate 
of the real well. 

Jacob's method, you rec·all, is restricted to small values 
of u and u is small when r is small and t is large. 
Frequently image distances are lar~e in relation to the distance 
from an observation well to a pumpin~ well. For a single image 
the semi-log plotting of (s) vs (t) shows a two limb graph. 

The transition from the first limb to second limb follows 
a curved path thru the rep,ion where values or u for the image 
well are large. '"'111en t becomes large in rela ti on to r 2 , 
u becomes s~~ll ana the observed data follows the straight 
line of the second segirn.ent of the graph. 

Consider Fig. 90 "Hydrology", by 'Wisler and Brater. This 
shows effect of more than one image well. 

The anproximate location of image wells can be obtained by 
drawing tangents to observed data graph at appropriate slope 
values. Note the r ollo\ving: ' 

1. Graph of Fig. 90 could be separated and plotted as 3 
separate lines. 

2. Each component has same slope and intersects zero 
drawdown axis at its respective value or time. 
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or 

3. The time InterceTJt on this axis permits calculation 
of (8) by Eq. 69 an~ since S. constant for a given 
a.quifer 

s = 

tl t2 _ ~ 
r12 = ~22 - r32 

The time intercepts are then known for all wells real or 
imaginary, Now if the distance from the reGl well to the 
observation well is known, the distance to any ima~e well can 
be determined from the data on the semi-log graph. This method 
can involve considerable error from small error in intercept 
locus~ 

1. 

The following method avoids the above. 

Assume two observation wells at distances rl and r2 
from discharB':1.np wello> The drawcown in each observatIon 
well can be calculated as follows. 

114.69 r Tt ] 81 - In ( 1 2J - 0.5772 - T i 1. S7r1 .:;) 
l.. -I 114.6Q 
f- Tt2 

82 = t In - 0.5772 T (1. 87
rZ 

'.J J 1-

2. Make seni-Iog granh for observation well (1) and for 
observation well 12). Then when 81 = 82 

1l~.6Q f
L

, in (1. 8::~~S) 0057721 = 11-¥,.9. ft· ln (_:'t\. ) -0057;:1 
_f _ 1.87r2 S J 

tl t2 

r12 = r22' 
or upon simplifying 
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Equation 44 and 45 are identical. As a result of 
equations 80 and 81 we can say that for a given aquifer the times 
of occurrence of zero drawdown or of equal drawdown vary 
directly as the squares of the distance from tqe observation 
well to the discharging well and are independent of pumping 
rate. Equal drawdown method was used for data on Fig. 90. 

The time values at the tan~ent intersections dete~ine 
only approximate distances to image wells. The time intercepts 
so determined will be too small and calculated image distances 
will be smaller than correct distances. 

The preliminary estimates of image distances may be 
corrected by trial in the followin~ manner': 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Assume locations of image wells based on values 
computed by first approximationo 

Using Equation 61 and 62: we can determine the draw
down component resulting from each image well. 

The time drawdown graph is obtained by adding 
these components. 

J.~ake successive adjustments in image distances 
until computed and"observed graphs are in 
agreement. 

If a pumping test is run without prior knowledge of 
~eolo~ic boundaries, and if semi-log graphs for all observation 
wells show evidence of ima~e reflections it is possible to 
locate the distance to such boundaries by calculating the 
distance from each observation well to each image well. Then 
by scribing an arc from the resnective observation wells we 
can locate the image wells at the interseotion of arcs. The 
boundary 1s then located at midpoint of a line joining the real 
well and the ima~e well. 
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PROBLEMS OF 'f~JELL CONSTRUCTIONl 

General Construction Methods and Problems 

A major problem in securing construotion of satisfactory 
irrigation wells is the employment of a oompetent driller. 
Drillers experienced only in drilling of domestio and stock 
~~ter wells are not equipped to drill much larger wells 
required for irrigation supply. Commonly those oapable of 
drilling irrigation wells operate in looal areas. l!ovement 
of equipment over any distance to new areas of development 
is expensive. 

Frequently drillers do not penetrate the full thiokness 
of the aquifer, thereby losing muoh of the potential well 
oapacity. It is difficult to ~et drillers to read and 
understand the available technioal literature. :Much good 
information on techniques and equipment is supplied by 
manufacturers of well equipment. 

Unless drillers are well acquainted with an area, a test 
well should be put down ano test pumped to secure information 
on nature regarding location and thickness of water bearing 
strata and their water producing characteristics. 

Aquifers range from fine sands to cobbles and present 
various screen requirements, problems of development, and 
involve various equipment and methods of drilling. Well graded 
aquifers may be developed to produce their own gravel 
envelopes by sand removal from near the screen. Others consisting 
of fewer materials will require the construction of a gravel 
envelope to retain the sand of the aquifer and minimize entrance 
head losses to the well. 

The requirement for construotion of a gravel envelope 
requires a hole substantially larger than the inner casing and 
frequently requires the use of a temporary outer casing. 

The use of the reverse rotary drill, whereby water is 
pumped down outside the drill stalk and returned inside results 
in balanced pressures agaInst the aquifer during drilling 
reducing danger of caving and the need for an outer casing. 
The higher upward velocities enable bringing up larger drill 
outtings and eliminates the necessity for special sealing 
materials and reduoes tendency to seal the aquifer. However, 
it requires ~uch larger quantities of water and is limited in 
depth to about 500 ft. The reverse rotary method has been slow 
of adoption by drillers and is not in oommon use. 

Cable drilled wells are most common and their efficiency 
often de'Pends to considerable extent on the methods and 
thoroughness of their development. 

tFrom lectures by 1~r. E. Code, Irrigation Engineer, Colorado 
Agricultural Experiment Station. 
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The methods and ~roblems of well oonstruction are well 
covered by Rohwer (Ret. 12) and Johnston (4). 

Problems o~ 'fIfe11 . Screens and Gravel Envelopesl 

Irrigation wells must generally produce 450 gpm or more. 
This involves high velocities close to the well oreating 
problems of soreening and development quite different than for 
domestic wells. Pumpin~ equipment and power are available for 
satisfactory and eoonomic pumping for irrigation supply. 
However, the design of screens and envelopes has not been well 
standardized and frequently imposes a limitation o~ satisfactory 
and economic pumping. 

Experiments on Screens and EnveloteSa Cooperative 
l~estIgations are beIng conduoted ~yhe SoIl Conservation 
Service. Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station and screen 
manufaoturers on the hydraulio nroblems of screens and gravel 
envelopes. Tests are run tull scale, using 12 inch diameter 
screen seotions 2 teet long. Tests are first made without gravel 
packs and subsequently with varyin~ grades ot gravel. 

Head loss relationship to discharge per foot of length ot 
soreen is related to the total length or the soreen, longer 
soreens produoing greater losses inside as the result of 
turbulence. For the 2 rt test length, the loss reduced rapidly 
as the soreen coefficient (% clear openings) up to JO-4~ with 
little further reduction of losses for larger soreen 
ooeffioients (Note: Specifio relationship indioated is 
peouliar to the 2 ft. soreen length). 

Tests of gravel packs shCM'ed that for a given disoharge 
the lowest soreen loss oocurred with no pack and was slightly 
inoreased for 1n diameter gravel. Smaller sizes of gravel 
increases the losses at the screen substantially (not losses 
through the pack, but at the soreen as result of reducing ~he 
eftective soreen openings). 

Observations of debris on the outside ot screens following 
tests indicated most of the flow to be near the bottom of the 
soreen. This was oonfirmed by velooity measurements within the 
screen. This would result in high velooities in this section 
and may be a oause of sand pumping. From this standpoint, it 
might be desirable to graduate screen opening sizes to equalize 
the flow over its length. 

Results or the oooperative test of screens and gravel 
envelopes, to date are reported by Peterson, etal, (Ref. 12). 

A theoretioal analysis of well soreen hydraulics was 
developed by Peterson and oonfirmed by his laboratory 
investigations (Ref. 11 and 12). The results furnished 
fmportant criteria for the seleotion of well screens. 

IFrom leotures by C. H. Rowher, Sr. Irrigation Engineer, U.S.D.A., 
Soil Conservation Service. 
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The problem, illustrated by the following sketch, was 
considered as conslstin~ of two parts: flow through a series 
of orifice openings as water enters the screen and flow within 
a pipe manifold within the screen. 

. .,-.- ...... ........=. --

SCREEN. 

1 --

L 

-
-

6.-- ,,' I 

~ 
~ 

-=::..-: .-

1 
~ . \ v 

~l'.EB. SlI1lrA.CE -- -=--"-- ---

, 
f 

A dimensional analysis, after the ellmination of the 
assumed insignificant variables yielded 

where L is the screen length; d the screen diameter; Os 
the percent open area; Co the contraction coefficient for the 
perforation; ~ h the difference in hydrostatic head between 
the inside and outside of the screen; V the mean velocity 
of the liquid in the screen. In this first analysis the 
effect of the surrounding gravel was omitted. 

A theoretical analysis based on the principles of 
continuity, energy and momentum veri~ied the selection of 
dimensionless parameters in Eq. (1) as well, as combining 
them in a more usable form. The final equations were as 
fo110V1S: 

or 

= QQsh CL~d + 1 
cosh CL d - 1 

where C is a dimensionless nU!'!lber computed. as equal to 
11.31 C Cs • Referenoe to Eq. (1) will show that Eqs. 
(2) and rJ) are specific combinations of the same dimension
less parameters .. 

(3 ) 

Idealized screens, the values for Co being those 
deterMined by von l~ises, were used in establishing the 
validity of equations. A slight deviation of the expcrL~ental 
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data from the theoretical eurve resUlted. However after 
the eftect ot viscosl ty on t he contraction ooettlc lent was 
allowed for and the boundary zone conditions within the 
screen were allowed tor bY' using an effective diameter equal 
to 96~ ot the true diameter, the data followed the theoretical 
curve very closely. 

What was determined was that the loss ooeffioient, 

6h 

Q2/A2 
g 

becomes asymptotic with 1.0 when CL/d Is equal to and 
greater than 6. This is due, ot course, to the fact that the 
plus or minus 1 becomes negligIble to cosh 6. Therefore, it 
Is considered that 6 Is the critical value tor CL/d which 
should be exoeeded for minimum losses. 

The theory was a'Pplied to the losses into and through 
several oo~ercla1 screens and expanded to include the effects 
of the surrounding gravel. The ooeffioient K, including 
these factors, was sUbstituted for Cc in C and determined 
for various combinations from the theoretical curve. 

The rollowi~ reoommondations were offered: 

(1) For minimum soreen losses, CL/d must be greater 
than 6. 

(2) The losses through the scroen are independent ot 
gravel size when CL/d is ~reater than 6, and thus the 
gravel can be selected on the basis of control of sand flow. 

() The losses In a screon do decrease as the length 
1s increased, but only until CL/d reaches 6. For values 
of CL/d· greater than 6 the head loss depends only on the 
diameter, as included in the loss coefficient, 

6h 
Q/ 2 

Ag 

It should be noted that inoreasing the diameter decreased 
tho head loss, but at the same time decreases the values of 
CL/d. It CL/d Is made less than 6 the length ot the screen 
can be increased to hold losses at a minimum. 

(4) The major part of the flow into a well takes place 
over the length of a screen (measured from the discharging 
end) required to obtain a CL/d valuo o~ 6. This is, there
fore, the most important part of the screen. 

(5) It was possible to determine the screen coefficients 
of only a few selected screen and gravel size combinations. 
These are given in Ref. 12. 
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The main source of information for this section has been 
the United States Geological Survey Circular No* 117, written 
by C. L. l~cGuinness. This Circular includes a resume, by 
States, of the existing water laws (up to time of publication)_ 

Legal concepts concerning water have necessarily been 
founded upon hyd~ologic kn~!ledgc at the time of their 
formulation, and thus reflect the incompleteness of scientific 
information. This situation creates difficulties, because 
many laws have been developad even with no kn~lledge of 
hydrolo~lc facts and the underlying principles oontrolling 
them .. 

If sound development of water resources is to be ~ade 
many existing defioiencies must be correoted. A "hYdrologicallY 
sound" water 1,aw should: 

l~ Apply the sgme rules to all ground water, rather 
than try to distinguish between supposedly 
different kinds~ 

2. Apply the same rules to surface water. 

:3. Be consistent from s tate to state where interstate 
water souroes and problems are involved. 

Princ Iplos of '~Ta tar La~o 

All water law may be considered as following one of 
two major doctrines: 

1. Riparian rip,hts doctrine, or cOMITlon .... 1aw doctrine. 
ThIs ri~ht 18 based on ownershrpo?'lanQ"'OVC'r!Yfng 
a water bearing formation. It does n.ot depend on 
use and is not lost by non-use co 

Variations: 

(a) English Ru~~: (lS43. Acton vs. Blundell o ) 

"The person who owns the surface may dig therein, 
and apply all that is there found, to his own 
purposes at his free will and ploasure;a.nd if in 
the exercise of such ri~htj he intercopts or 
drains off the water collected from the under
ground springs in his neighborta well, this 
inconvenience to his neighbor falls within the 
description of damnum .~~sq,~~. ~i..~i.~!.ia, whioh 
cannot become the ground for an BetTon". 

(b) Arnor'ican Rule of Reasonable Use: (1862-
Bassottvs7 Sal l·SbUry"lranuI-ac~turing- 'Co ~ ,New 
Harnpshireo) A man's right to the use of 
percolating water is limited by the oorresponding 
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right of his neighbor, and restricts each to 
tta reasonable use of his own property, in view of 
the similar ri~hts of others." 

(0) California Rule: The doctrine of Correlative 
rights. l~od.IrI{}ation of the rule of reasonable 
use. (1903 _. Katz vs .. ·Yalk'inShal'l, Oalifornia} 
Not only must a landov,'ller t s use be reasonable, 
in consideration of the rights of others, but 
l't must be correlated with the uses of others in 
t.We of shor tage. "Di sputes - where. r igh~.s ,ar~ 
eoual - in cases where the supply ~s suff1C1ent 
for all, are to 'be settled by giving to each a 
just and fair :?ro't)ortion. " No statenent was made 
covering cases where rights are not equal. Use 
is restrioted to lands overlying the com.mon sup:ply, 
at times when the sunnly is insufficient. 

2. Doctrine of Prior Anplication. De-veloped under 
arIa conditio.ns In the Un! tea States" The first 
in noint of time to nut water to a beneflcial use 
is recognized as first in right. (U. So Supreme 
Court, 1971~, Atchison vs. Peterson). Originally 
the decision a.pplied to mining uses. Basey vs. 
Gallagher, 1874, extended the doctrine to 
appropriations for irrigation. 

Desert l,ands Act, 1·S'17. The right does not exceed 
the amount of water actually appropriated and 
necessarily used for irrigation. All surplus 
water over and above such use and appropriation 
remains free for appropriation and use of the 
public" 

Not.e the important features of the Prior Appropriation 
Doctrine. 

(a) First in time - first in right. Later 
appropriators must cease use in reverse order of 
prio~ity in time of scarcity. 

(b) Use must be a beneficial nne .. 

Problems of \AI'ater L.aw. 

A water right is a ri~ht to the use of water and is 
usually recognized as real property, SUbject to protection 
by law. Generally, this protection takes the form of a 
limitation on the rl~hts of others, so that the water remains 
available to the holder of the water right. 

]~any problems arise both in the formulation of laws 
governing water rights, and in the administration and 
interpretation of these laws. Some of the problems which 
appear will be considered briefly here. 
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Kinds of 1~latero Many laws are rounaea on em.pirical 
classlfrcatlons of .... 'Water" which are unsound, in the light of 
present knowledge. There is widespread belief, reflected in 
le~islation, t'hat different kinds of water exist, to Which 
different rules of law can be applied. Various decisions 
have referred to surface water in ":.AJatercourses, diffused 
surface water, spring water t subterranean wateroourses, 
artesian waters,underflow dependent on streams, diffused 
percolating waters, percolating waters tributary to sprinps, 
percolating waters supplying wells, and seepage watero 

It should be obvious, from a brief study of the principles 
of hydrology, that to be effective a water law should recognize 
that water in the underground reservoir all follows the same 
physical laws and cannot be subdivided; and also that ground 
water and surface water are interconnected, and cannot be 
considered separatelYe 

Princinles of Law. The two doctrines -of common law 
and prIor approprIation - are diametrically opposed in 
prinCiple and cannot successfully exist side by side. The 
tendenoy has been to weaken riparian rights in favor of prior 
appropriation, and appropriation has been modified by ever 
greater stress on the words reasonable and beneficial e 

Allocation of '~ater Among States. Problems of interstate 
allocation of grouna water have not "been serious so far, but 
will appear as ~round water is developed from aquifers that 
cross state lines. There is reason to believe that where 
states havo difficulty agreeing on compaots regarding these 
res·ervoirs, the Supreme Court will make decisions 0 

Protection of ~i!eans of Diversion. In the Western United 
States a pr&Iar appropriator of surface water is entitled to 
reasonable protection of his means of diversion. If he Is 
requirGd to-· make changes in his dIversion 'works because of a 
later a~propriation, he must do it himself if at a reasonable 
cost. o therwis ° , the later appropriator may be required to 
pay the difference between reasonable ana actual cost. 

Applied to ground water prior appropriators may have their 
pumpinR costs increased by later appropriations o However, 
if the lowerin~ of the water table is required for full 
development of the reservoir, earlier appropriators may be 
considered as naintaining a non-beneficial use in pumping 
fron higher levels, and their "reasonable" increase in cost 
may be quite high relative to their formor oosts. But, based 
on a determination that under economio oonditions existing 
in the area other users are successfully pumping water from 
depths as great as the new, lower, depth from which the prior 
apnropriator must pump, a modified interpretation of the word 
reasonable roay be made. 
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Exoessive EarlxAppropriation. Earlier use of water for 
irrigation in-m8ny cases was insufficient and therefore many 
prior appropriators are normally using an amount which, by 
present standards, is not neeessary and, in fact. harmful. 
Usually, in courts such rir.rhts have been reduced on the grounds 
that waste is not beneficial. 

Aouifers of Small Perennial Yield. One of the most 
difficult problems for adminIStrators to ~ace is the problem 
of a reservoir t~1hlch has small or no recharge., The question 
is, whether to liFlit pumping to the negligible annual amoWlt 
V,rhich I'O.ay safely be Ptll"1ped annue 11y, or whoth('~r to "Tiline" 
the roservoir to serve the present P.:'oncration, with no regard 
for tho future. The solution to the -problem viTill require 
careful consideration. Ono solution may be tne artif'icial 
rechargin~ of sllchreservoirs. 

Optimum Yield e The maximum perennia~ yield of an aquifer 
can be obtained only by depressing the water t~nlG enough to 
reduce natural discharp.-e and induce additional reoharge as 
far as praotioable. Therefore, the final) safe rate of 
pumping is loss than the rate of pumping during the reduction 
stage t A safe and neoessary r'lte initially is excessive 
later. The problem here is whether to make the reduotion at 
the expense of latarap'propriators or forco all users to 
share the roduatlon~ 

Preferential Usesl/t "~tThere v!~ter is limited. it is in 
the publio Interest that some uses of water be given preference 
over others. Usually domestic use is given priority regardless 
of prior appropriation. Under Appropriation.doctrine, and 
exoluding domestic use, the principle of preferential use 
would be applied by granting prior appropriators some com~ensation 
if their rights were condemned in fflvor of a later supe:ttlor use. 

The recomm'endation of the Nntional Reclamation Association 
(1946) is that a new version of the appropriation doctrine 
should be followed whereby the holder of the water right is 
entitled to its use only as long as his right is not condor~ed 
in favor of a superior use, ~1ith no compensation for the loss 
of the right. The order of superiority recommended is: 

1. Domestic and municipal use. 

2. Irrigation and stock watoring • 

.3 ~ Viater Power. 

4. 11ining; industriAl use. 

5 • All other uses. 

This order mi~ht, of course, be varied in different States, 
and even in different parts of the same State. 
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Proration in Time of Scarcitl. Under striot a,propriative 
doctrIna, in tIme or snortA~e of water. junior appropriators 
ore out off Rltogether and senior a~propriators get their full 
share. 

A possible modifioation of this v·lould be to prorate supplies 
in time of scarcity to both junior and senior appropriators 
with the junior reimbursing tho senior for reduction in his 
prior right. The most dIfficult problem here would be to fix 
the amount of compensation to be ~ald. 

Salt "'ater Fncr(;n~chment. A special problem arises where 
there1s danger of sait water entering a ground v\.Tater reservoir 
as good water is withdrawn. ~~en once salt water has entered a 
reservoir, it is prnotlcally ir.'lposslble to remove itt Rnd the 
reservoir is lost to all future use, or at any rate, for many 
yearss All imnortant coastal sQulters should be studied nnd 
placed under any necessary control to proteot them from this 
danger. 

Air Conditioning. Recent de,;"alopment of air oonditioning 
has created no,y problems in the use of grotUld water. The drain 
on the water supply may be reduced by reuse of the water, whioh 
moy decrease tho demand for new water by as much as 90 or 95% 
whether snch devices should be required by law is a problem ot 
economics, bec~uso 'when conservation d.evicos are used, tho new 
water is used in a oonsurrlptlvo way, being lost by evapoTt1tion. 
Therefore, for ex~~ple, they are economical in New York where 
used ,',ster is dumped into the sea, but in Denver, whoro 
municipal v\Jater 1s dumped into the Nort.h Platte River and used 
for irrigf-ltion, the reoiroulation would not be eoonomical. 

Conclusion. 

The general objeotive of ",ster law should be to promote" 
full devclopmont of the water resourooS of the country, rather 
than to restrict use to prevent local overdev8lopment~ The 
principle of prior a~propriation will probably provo to bo 
most oa,pable ot promoting efficient developmont, but. the 
principle of priority should be modified to realize a full, 
yet safe development ot each area's water resouroes. It 
should be acoented that water is a publio resource and its 
usc should be regulated to produoe tho maximum publio as well 
as privnte good. ' 

In order to have the co-operation of water users and the 
genoral public in the regulation of water uso, it 1s 
absolutely essential that there be nn adequate understanding 
of the faots A regulation whose purpose nnd basis is not 
und'orstood is diffioult nnd otten impossiblo to entorce. 
Therefore, in addition to the necessity for n sound hydrologio 
basis to nny loW govorning the use of water, thero arises the 
necossity that th@publl0, and indeed mnny technioal men, be 
made to understand the tundAlncntnl nrinoinles ot OQourrenoe 

th t ~. 

of' 'water beneath the ears SurffiOO~ 
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